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Harbour s Twentieth Friday Bargain Sale - The Last and Best in May
Here's Today's Bargain List. Come and Let the Prices and the goods do the Talking. We'll make another Special Cut Price Shoe Sale
from 7:30 to closing time Saturday night. Run your eyes through these spacials. "The store for thrifty people.”
MILLINERY.
Millinery today at Special _Friday Bargain Prices.
BLACK VOILE SKIRTS.
Ten Black Voile Skirts, $7.50, values, today, (Frfiday,)
Again soc Chin; Silks 39c Friday.
RUSSET OXFORDS AND SHOES.
Again Misses' and Children's $1.2s
and S1.50 Russet Shoes and Oxfords,
special today at g8c a pair.
Women's New Bnown Lace Striped
Hose, the new shades of brown, is
and 25c a pair.
BROWN DRESS GOODS.
The new shades of brown in lovely
quality at 98c a yard.
WHITE LAWN WAISTS.
One hundred in the lot, assorted
kinds and styles, value S1.25 up to
111.9., Friday price goc.

LIGHT PLAID DRESS GOODS.
Two pieces light Plaid Dress
Goods, regular soc quality, Friday
price 35 cents a yard.
$1.5o BLACK TAFFETA
SILK Si.
Another hundred yards of yardwide $1.,o Black Taffeta Silk. The
same excellent quality as in our last
Friday sale again today, Friday,.
at $1 i yard.
SHORT SAMPLE LISLE
GLOVES.
This bunch of samples contains
Gloves worth up to 65c, choice Friday for 25c a pair.
Sc SAMPLE SKIRTS.
This lot of so samples fust received. They are assorted styles and colors, worth up to $7. The Friday bargain prices for these sample skirts
range $1.50, $a.50, $3 arid $3.50.

BLACK HEATHERBLOOM
COATS.
Only fifteen in this lot, while they
last, take them at la.
LADIES' PINE RIBBED SUMMER VESTS.
This lot has just reached us and
should bring 12 1-2C each. Will be
on special sale today (Friday) at
gc each.
9 BLACK SILK COATS.
They are unlined 27-inch loose
black silk coats, regular $5 values.
The Friday bargain price $2.98 each.
SATURDAY NIGHT SHOE
SPECIALS.
From 7:3o to closing time Saturday
night.
Choice of so paha Women's $2.50
Vici Kid Patent Tip Oxfords at
a pair.
Choice of zoo pairs misses' and

1

children's Patent Leather Oxfords,
dressy styles. All sizes from 8 4-2 to,
2, regular $1.25 and $1.5o, Satticelay
night, $1 pair.
MEN'S VICI KID SHOES.
Choice of 75 pairs of men's trap
Vici Kid Shots Saturday night at
$1.85 a pair.
Suppose you try our Saturday night
shoe bargains.
MEWS SAMPLE SUSPENDERS.
Bought 'ern at a sacrifice.
soc Suspenders 'in today's sale at
25c.
25C Suspenders in today's sale at
isa
isc Suspenders in today's sale at
to.
$6 MEN'S SUITS $3.85 FRIDAY.
Two piece Suits for men. About so
in the lot worth up to $6. Friday.
bargain price, $3.85 a suit.

Harbour's Department St I

Boys' Ih.5o Suits Friday 98c. Only
about it) of these suits for today's
sale.
MEN'S AND BOYS' NEGLIGEE
'AND WORK SHIRTS.
About 50 on sale today at 25c a
shirt.
GROCERY DEPARTMENT.
(Friday Specials.)
2o lbs. C. Sugar
lb. Package Coffee
13c
24 lb. bag Dupont Flour
Evaporated Apples per lb .. 8ts
8 i-lc
t-s lb. can Pork and Beans ....i3c
I-2 lb. can Peaches
sac
i 1-2 Ha box Nat= Coffee . 22C
4 cans Cream Corn
s8c
2 cans Early June Peas
22C
6 bars Ivory Soap
2,5C
can Apricoats
14e
can Pineapples
tirie

NORTH THIRD STREET
Half Square From Broadway

anainel

CHAUTAUQUA WINS TWO
WEEKS FROM YESTERDAY

liquor traffic. Last night the conceit
in defiance to th state laws transferred a license. The federation at
once went to the district attorney for
aid. Mayor Gorman declares: if
those men dou'r like the way we
are running the town let them move
oat."

PRESIDENT WILL
BE dERIONTED

Painless Dentistry
HUE

TO STAY
LONGILSTABUSHZD
THE HUGE AUDITORZUM WILL BE ONE OF THE BIM' ARTO ACCEPT THE INVITATION
We
employ
graduate and licensed dentists, who are experts and
RANGED IN COIPNTRY F OR THE INTENDED PURPOSE STATUE FOR "PITTSTO COME TO CAIRO
use
all
!rainless
methods.
BURG
BILL."
WRITES SEC. LOEB. •
—LIVING IN THE TENTS HAS 'PROSPECTS OF BECOMING
Our equipment, perfect system and large volume of business make
Pittsburg, Pa., May 3o.—In UnionMORE POPULAR THAN EVER—MISS HEMENWAY, GIDEON dale
President Roosevelt will be depossible the performance of the highest class of dental work at the
cemetery there was unveiled tolighted
to come to Cairo on his proARTISTS
ON
PROGRAM.
NOTED
THE
OTHER
AND
day a $4,000 statue of George B.
CARL
Ionising
"CIREEINIZIMESSII
Smith, more familiarly known as posed trip down the Mississippi, says
Plates
$5-00
'Pittsburg Bill," the race track plan- the Cairo Citizen. He says so, or
Gold Crowns
That the Chsumuqua of (his yeah+ hours became they couldn't afford 'to ger who died two years ago, leaving rather Secretary Loeb says so, in a
has Trade a great advance over last miss them Miss Hernetwita is es- an estate worth more than $1.000,000. letter to President Smith of the
Bridge Work
year is nowhere so clearly shown as pecially a favorite With the women, The statue surmounts the- $10,000 commercial club, which was received
eaaat piano
in the new auditorietm erected Sot the and the women are the chief ,,patirons mausoleum in which the remains of this morning. The letter read as
Platinum
sessions Last year the auditorium of the Chautauqua.
the plunger lie binned, and which was flows:
Impersoruitan.
Gibson
Gal,
The
Silver
weather,
House,
White
Washingrn,
May
fair
eon( did very well in
erected by Smith's mother, who has
'Mr. Gitreon Gail is recognized the remarried
25. teera
hut in foul weather it was uneneltwsince his death and is now
My Dear Sir: Your letter of the
able. It was a winter that the pub- comity over as one of the greatest MTS. Eliza Woods. The statue is a
lic attende,+ as ive/1 as it did in living impersonators and his wonting striking likeness oi the dead man, a 23d instant has been received, and
spite of uncomfortabe surrouneengo is beirrg awaited with mach pfeasur. trifle over life-site, and depicts him the president heartily appreciates
The directors this year after careful Ole anticiaatian.
bareheaded with a roll of papers in the kind invitation extended to him
This entertainer offers to the pubon behalf of the commercial club to
deliberation worilied out a plan for
his right hand.
OF PICK OVER CHERRYVOROCERY
visit that city on the occasion of his
erecting the large substantial audi- h.c.something mew and keenly appeimperforations
consisting
of
tiztrig,
Office Hours: 8 a. m. to 8 p. . Sunday's ga. in. to p. in.
proposell trip down the Mississippi
torium that now graces Wallace park,
4
ratio Unless some unforseen cirand and Broadway
and which will take cane of asoo to of nearly every description, allotted
Phone
are
,which
characters,
cumstance prevents his taking the
3.000 people. The size of the build- to different
represented
in
and
appropriate
dress
trip,
he
with
pleasure,
will
include
feet.
ing is moats°
Cairo in the itinerary.
It is thought this year's gathetiog Makeap..
Mr. Gail is an artist of exceptionCorweyng to you the president's
will be far ahead oflast year, -as
thanks for your courtesy, believe me.
'least the program' committee bias al abilities. Hie voice is etccellentVery truly your,
nude an effort to present a program ly schooled. -His acting is delightfulWILLIAM LOEB, JR.
stronger than that of lost year. It ly natural, always pleasing, and true
Secretary to the President.
'has striven to give the people whet to the character portrayed. Taking THE CHILDREN TAKE THEIR
they want, not what the committee into consideration the finely finished
-BOOKS HOME THIS AFMORMON CHIEF,
wants. It has also endeavored to impersonation of each number presented,
versatility
his
is
unsurpassed.
WHO HAS FIVE WIVES
24
subjects
controversial
such
avoid
TERNOON.
AND FORTY CHILDREN
would divide, but instead to give and he has justly earned an evieble
such a.. woehl unite and -strengthen reputation- as an evening's entertainer, who really entertains from beAdvises a Widower to "Hurry up
'the community.
The Final Examinations are Held
and Remarry."
Quite a member of people are pre- ginning to end.
The entire program, which is ern paring to spend their nights upon the
First
Three
the
Days of Next
Salt Lake, Utah, May 3O.—Joseph
Wounds this year, and many tenor PhatieallY out of the eedinary, is
nature,
is
mainly
the
humorous
of
a
F. Smith, head of the Mormon
These
for.
Week.
'have already been applied
church, today declared that flowers
tente will be in -the woods surround- narest and best application of the
at funerals were a useless waste that
'trig the andretoriem, and he pleasant 'word, though not devoid of pathos
pace, to sleep. 'The largest tents and dramatic action.
This
ie the last day the noderes of must be stopped. He also declatea
'have five compartment' rooms and From Mrs. Fixen's Former Home. the public schools will pore over their that musia at funerals must hereafter
At her lecture in the opera house
confined to Mormon hymns.
rent for $8 for the entire twelve days,
studies, as this afternoon when the be
'Husbands, I say to you., that when
the next largen ivith arm rooms Saturdny night Mfrs. Lattra G. FiXt19 rooms dismiss the children will carry
rent for $6, the thre-e room enes f
was greeted with one of the largest
your wives die it is your duty to get
their books home with them and put
$6, aad the largess single room ones 5n4iences that eve* assembled in Al- them away. Next Monday morning another wife.'
At the funreal of Mrs. George E.
-for Se, and smallest single room ones bert Lea. The main floor, galkry each room begins its final examinaand stairs were packed with interestWoolley
here today President Smith
'for $3.
tions that last until next WediruesdayThese terste must tie engorged at ed and admiring people, and the afternoon when they are finished gave the above orders and advice to
least ten dare before the opening of event was an ovation and a tribute with. The teachers of the rooms will his Mormon followers. As he raised
the Chautauqua as the tent firm will of respect such as she well deserves then take the scholars' papers. home his head after bending over the grave
She spoke with her ttanal ability,
tGr a few praiseworthy words to the
need to know how marry lee requirzeal, eloquence, fearleseneen and with them and devote the time until dead, he addressed himself to the
• ed before ehipping.
force. She is one of the best plat- the following Friday of going over sorrowful husband
and told him to
A great many people do not under
form orators in the land and an hon- the drournents to see what questions get amfther wife
care for his
to
otand the ,use of tents -'at a Chautauthe
stardenta- arnewered correctly. In
herself, her sex and 'her cause.
household without loss of time.
qua. It is ant necessary to sleep in or to
this
manner
is
general
arrived
the
at
"I have gained so much notoriety
ehem at eight to get "pond use ef —Standard. Afloat Lea, Minn.
average of the children.
-them. If a family will take a tent,
The boys and girls of the city have I do not mind saying I have five
put in a cot and table, the mother SAYS SOCIETY OBJECTS
m-ade exceptionally good showings wives and forty-five children," said
TO'UNIFORM Aim TARS
sand children can use it during the
this, term now chasing, all seeming to President Smith, "and my wives
ARE NOT GENTLEMEN enter upon their
dare having a ;lace to re*, eat hinth
studies with a deter- haven't used any nurses or physicians.
mei visit wi,lh frjgads; thew the farther
mination and interest that indicates
-can come out for nipper, -attend the Virginia 'Earpositiors Proprietor Re- more than the average number of
PATRICK HENRY DAY.
evening session and all go hipme at
'Norfolk, Va., May 30.—Patrick
plies to Navy Department for
promotions.
- the close. Ten days of loch picnic
Excluding Sailors From
One weeld from today tie students Henry Day was observed at the
outing is enjoyable, heakhful awd
DaDnce Hall.
all return to theAr room^ to citceive Jamestown exposition today, and it
convenient for a v'hole futility. If a
cards, that will show whether the proved the most successful of the
number of famiies will do this the 'ascholar
goes to the next higner special feature days celebrated at
Norfolk, -Va., May 3ur—Sockety obria life revil•ting i* enjoyable in the
grade,
remaining where he or she is the exposition' to date. The day was
jects to the laluejocket's 'uniform, and,
extreme.
for
another
term, or goes back! one appropriately chosen, for the celebesides
most
sailors of the United
•.,
The season tickets, entitling the
bration, it being the anniversar of
-c
lass,
bidder to every event. cost $2 far 1States navy are rro gentlemen.
the passage of Patrick Henry's famSuch, in effect, is the steely of the
Adults, and $t for children between
ous resolution on the stamp act by
oh and twelve years. Single adknie- management of the Pine Beach re- NEW YACHT FOR
the house of burgesses.
sort, adjoining the Jamestolvn 'Exelons are twenty'-five cenor for grOVI111
ThE, exercises began at et o'clock
KING
EDWARD.
position arounds, to the official compeople and fifteen cent* for chilnren.
Ilia morning in Convention hall,
Glasigtow, M'ay 3a—in the presence wIrich was Ailed to overflowing. The
tirys and girls tinder eix years of lige plaint of he navy department againet
the exchteion of enlisted men in uni- of an immense crowd of spectators
chief orators were ex-Governor W.
,prig Fo he admitted free, when acform from the &acing parthoe at the the turbine yacht Alexandra, built for
E. Cameron and -Hon. William J.
eofelaanied by parents.
2011.
King
Edward, was
suecessfuly Bryan. Governor Cameron- spoke on
• •
Mies Ruth Hemenway.
Emphasis is laid by the manage- launched today at the shipyards of A. "Patrick Henry, His Life and His
Mies Ruch ITernerrway, th-e talented
W. P. Bradshaw, J. A Bauer, Louis". Kolb, H.
amid beautiful little woman 'here last ment on the point that while many & J. rnglis. The christening cere- Work for His Country" while -the
year. will have charge of the boys. isearnew are perfect gentlemen, the mony was performed by tahe Princess subject of Mr. Bryan's address was
4. Potter, C. W. Rieke, Musa* Baraett, Geo. C.
"118)tatioril.Without Representation is
'and girls' class. and also present rule ratter than the exception is that Louise, Duchess of Argyll.
rbpuipsoa, President.; T. J. Atkins, Vice-Pres.;
the
enlisted
The
men
appear
in
no conAlexandra is a steel sraft Ttranny."
• 'many readings, in addition, to taking
dition to associate witth the patrons. about aoot, tons displacement. and
'part in the concert company.
Zd.
The martagentent assets it had no 4.300 indicated horsepower. She iq STORK CALLS TViTENTTY
Tr, the past season. Miss fiemenway
'filled with great) sitecese seven week idea of wilfully discriminating but 300 feet in length, 40 feet in breadth,
TITINIVAI AT ONE HOME
1~.00•
,A4
0
eingagenvearts at Chatstanquas in Ken,- that, owing to the public prejudice of and afil feet in depth. The vessel is
lucky. Indiana, Illinois and Nebraska enemy agaistet close association with designed more with a view of com- Sixteen Children Living, and Five
families. The oldest child is 21 years CHANGE OF
Tier programs are tattled and spark- the aniform. the patrons had declar- fort than to speed or show. It will
Have Families.
VENUE
old. Mr. Hendricks is about 65 years
ling with Iniminr. which makes them ed that they would withdraw if sail- contain a handsome pavillion room,
A
•
•
SUSTAINED
on entertainment feature. But 'their or, in uniform. were permitted on the smoking room, din'ng room and com1St. Tuis, March 30.—For the old -and his wife is about 55.
Frankfort,
May
3o.—The
court of
The
fl2or.
patronage of the seamen modious quarters for the officers and twentieth time the slot' has c-illed at
chief merit lice in the fact that they
Of the, children twelve are boys
have literary value and ;riterPretiv'e aloft. it is declared, would not pay attendants of the King. A novel he home of Henry Hendricks, a well- and eight girls. When the entire appeals- hoe refused to set aside Judge
*
features will be two small tea houses to-do farmer, living near East Alton, family is at home the house looks Caws' change of venue in the Jamie,
thoutrht which appeal!, to the most for one employe.
It is also statel that neat and at- which have 1 clear view "dread and leaving this time a daughter to the like a picnic grounds 4 r a kindergar- Hargis case. This applies also to all
educated and cultered At one °fraudefendants charged with the murder
ten.
envenom a blisinees man trila the mama- tractive white thick snits had been agfr-n
nye?' each. side. An ele- delighted parents,
of Dr. Cox, and all cases, therefore
'ger that the men left their wort.; to provided free for -any sailor who gant ,t-!;rv:ay v i yes a cccai to the i Of the twenty children sixteen are
go to Elliott, county.
anent; f
bridge deck,
appen 04.1.144
'
1Icxzt'a'xay' 46,*.lack waued
•
‘' living. Five are..!wirricd and have —"Earthquake.'
-

16 Hill Dental Co.

SCHOLARS LAST
BAY OF STUDY

A BARCAlii

New 5 Room House; Easy iTerms
Telephone 765
Or,Call at 318 South 6th Street

1We
American-German
National Bank

i

Capital
$230,000.00
Surplus and Undivided Profits . . . 00.000.00
Stockholders' Liability
230,000.00
Total . . . . • $560.00n.00
Total Resources. .$985,433.23
DIRECTORS

L. Atklas, Cashier.
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TRIBUTE TO GENERAL
HENRY.W. LAWTON'a."'""a

ADULTERATION OP POOD ICSIMIMIO

onirsirre

for This Mena* Raw* lateellia Ala Ulm Mid be Ilaloade
ad thaws wIth
Bent Nwnerotui in GerNrstedelir.
many.

WE USE

RW11111'173 FOR /WILY
NOT ZANY APPLICATIONS AZ
KLECTION TLIMCIL

Consul Omani Guenther, of Frank- "MU COOLlime Wass lama
Indianapolis, Ind., May 30.—Indi- and distinguished gueats was erected fort, reports that during the year 1901 stases was In Ola anal 1111r lows al
otarmaii
It• sat atm it ta4 The Sort of Nen Who Are- in Eviana paid tribute to the memory of immediately in the rear of the statue. 1,091 persona were convicted to Geratesse4
dence at the Government EnWashington and Delaware streets, many for adulteration of artiste* of DOW MIES II hie ides
one of her most famous sons today,
listing Office and Their
both unusually wide thoroughfaaes, food. In 1902 the convictions were le las stades ot beer Ow 0las DO
when a statue of Gen. Henry W. afforded good accommodations for larger, a decrease of six per mat being Me met deellt at IMO 1011111
Number.
Lawton, who met a soldier's death the thousands of spectators, while toted for 1603. The largest numbest of nes saitlease be•
Illeseell•
"Recruiting?" The keen-eyed males
in battle at 1San Mateo, Philippine Is- every window affording a view of the convictions occurred at Berlin, where rim
VHS
who has charge of the recruiting offloe
IS
646
to
1102
Increase
in
US
from
an
buildthe
of
lands, Sept. 19, 1899, was unveiled in ceremonies, and the tops
0100 el wad
on Third avenue swung around in his
the presence of the president of the ings as well, were filled with men, 190$ is shown. Per producing and keep NES WM 1111111
swivel chair. "This is the dull sea.
untrbola
consumption
lag
and
sale
for
children.
women
and
United States and many other promson for recruiting. There Is no other
R. 0. Hawkins, chairman of the some articles of food 74$ persons were every
inent guests. The statue is placed in
MI6 It gm
is
time of "he year when there are so low
11103.
in
against
004
in
a
as
aeted
.
1903
commission,
monument
liDavistod
the grounds of the courthouse, where
the Dag*11411101,aid
1111 enlistments."
the eteele
a vast crowd of people congregated master of ceremonies and introduced This large increase la due to
"Pb, what reason? Oh, the edeetlon.
3, IMO. Wsems*mew estietel lale•Ow
this afternoon to witness the unveil- the speakers. Chairman Hawkins of the inspection law of June
wsuestles Owe ertid MIR oasslele I think. The men can get more work
for
wers'eloavieted
In
Berlin
persona
69
ing ceremony and to hear the ad- made a brief speech, in which he reSere were be Urea abed CP taut
ferred most eloquently to the Indiana Violating the provisions of this law, the Whew New tato Oglatreflas we4 and better pay outside just now, ea
dress of the president.
they aro not so anxious to loin the
against 29 in 1903. For knowingly vioPresident Roosevelt reached the soldier and the artistiebeauty of the
ssmwell name& thousand itellaut ben army."
anito
reference
lating
with
rules
the
-city shortly before it o'clock this statue erected in his memory. Rev.
"Then it isn't always patriotism
egidamies, especially those for the a leek
morning and was met at the Union D. R. Lucas, former chaplain of the
Ilemblos MM *We% thew ion that makes them enlist?"
rind,
protest
to
imports
Of
liellilittkeit
station by a reception committee of national organization of the Grand
Sem bel la In
The kindly faced abler shook his
amok as we as the seedeasas ts Moo Wad usettassa
citizens. With detachments of feder- Army of the Republic, pronounced
to
a
Mt
wait
milia
Vbellailla head, relates the New York Times.
may
transportatios
the
Dreamt
In
contagion
• "No. Sometimes it's because they're
al troops from Forts Thomas, Wayne the invocation, which was followed of animals by railroad and for the wal- In Osiers& we so a dell dad*
era
us
ben
we
Ofemus,
etedrely.
and Sheridan acting as escort, the by a short address by Governor Hanout of work and hard up. Others join
con.
spread
lies of articles liable to
President was driven to the home of ley. Chairman Hawkins then intro- Wises diseases before dIsbellection, witIsmes, but I hellees 1004
the army through love of adventure,
log there watts las Welt but there are some," the Ighting
Vice President Fairbanks in North duced James Whitcomb Riley, the On persons wen convicted, against L- ell se
"The
poem,
Home
his
read
poet,
who
Is
Meridian street, where luncheon was
man's blue eyes kindled; "there are
UZ la 1103, showing a doom's of $I
The streamer Ilmakell a Seeehlt 111 some who join for love of country."
served. A party of more than twen- Voyage," written after the death of pot seat. For knowingly violating the
ty persons, including Governor Han- General Lawton. President Roose- regulations far preventing the spread Swett Itonaldaea's fame sad It gag
A slender, fair-haired boy, who
ly, Mayor Bookwalter and other em- velt was greeted with hearty applause of Muttons Mews 6S palms were Mom& ltestaidases essayed ski 1311 looked nearer 17 than 30, entered the
altedDer Osit see without atedb de room. He had passed the physical
inent representatives of the State as he stepped forward to deliver the seavisted, &utast OT in Mg
Illteradeo. and While the MU .111In examination and safely ran the gimand city, were inyited to meet the address. The president's address was
sincere
mpg* melba', malt awe lifmalial
a
being
lines,
patriotic
along
.luncheon.
at
president
let of the other departments and had
ARITHMETIC r1 isp to the Menial ales&
It was after i o'clock when the eulogy of the character, devoted feal- NEW RULES OF
at last reached the final court The
WhimAllinatibish
IDopety MherL
procession was formed to escort the ty to country and home and the courrecruiting officer looked the boy over
Queer Dinculties lincomitered by
mei with a military
dollies be
ighater, was
keenness that wax not
president to the scene of the .day's ageous qualities of the hero whose
Mathematicians of a ileama Moe on Os sisdrs Siege se unkindly.
exercises. The parade was a notable statue served to inspire the senOWN
alp tied& tabsa buslisa
eratioa Age.
"Your age?" he asked, in a brisk
military pageant, embracing in addi- tenets. Several times in the course
swin tone.
Sells alld naiades's molliv
tion to the federal troops several of his remarks the president was
tea.
of
me
assist
these
also
Penedo who eadertake to
"Twenty-one," answered the boy.
regiments of the Indiana )national forced to pause by reason of the loud
their children in the preparation 01
"Will your parents certify to that?"
Guard, Grand Army Veterans and and, enthusiastic applause.
Miss Lawton, a daughter of the Ular school lemons encounter 1101a. TALL OF A TARIM, CM
"I have none," sa'd the youth, steadveterans of the Spanish war and nusays the New York
ily, but with a nervous fingering of his
merous other military and semi -mil- dead soldier, had the honor of pull- gager AlAkethiems,
tartlets., for !MUM**, pre. tease KU the ANON* of
soft hat "I'm an orphan."
itary organizations. The prominent ing the cords that loosed the drapery Press. Long
blocks that trip up the
Preaervainen 1.111111reit
stumbling
Mats
the
At
statue.
The officer asked him several other
the
concealing
flags
of
guests occupied eirriages, among
wisest minds of a generation ago. Is
Assesdatik
questions and brought the interview
them being the widow and family of conclusion of the president's address
henigkted age youthful students al
to an abrupt close.
General Lawton, Brig. Gen. 'Clarence Miss Lawton was given the signal that
"It is well known that KY* Mil
were taught that in an ma
arithmetic
with
"I can't take you in to-day," he said,
R. Edwards, represenyng the. Secre- and she seized hold oi the Topes
ample in long division the divisor was
as UM" WS a setter 111 4114 and as the boy's face clouded, he addbethat
grasp
determined
quick
a
Lee,
M.
J.
Gen.
Major
War,
tary of
placed at the left of the dividend, the esiestiao smeriess, Nee AO ed: "Bring certifications as to your
who Was a member of Gen. Lawton's spoke the Lawton spirit through and quotient on the right, while the re. sauses. and that the oteprate
ma age and
character and a recommendastaff, and a number of other promi- through. Within a moment the starwas written at the end of the Is other parts of the wed& is tali tion from the last man for whom you
mmindir
to
began
statue
the
ry folds about
fient soldiers.
at
ass
geserstioaof
hem%
SO
gsetleat. Old fogies who have dropped Vast
worked. If they are satisfactory I'll
Fn Meridian street the Grand At- shake and part. Gradually they drop- hapelessly baled the times new ,
Ike enlist you to-morrow."
Mal abnormal ossedition.
figure,
heroic
the
and
away
off
'my escort joined the procession, fall- ped
tempt to introduce those aatiosated Sag Is aestleadt le yews gee we aN4 4
"It's his age," explained the major.
ing in line immediately behind the and all at once they fell from the methods when tutoring their Worth& limas Mee
to vs. wahi, ea
doesn't look anywhere near 21."
"He
statue
came
the
As
heap.
a
in
statue
precescarriages. The route of the
bet the 'outstare sootalsily oerreal Samigh been Sere, was telame /Id
"But can't boys of 18 enlist?"
sion was through Meridian, Market, into full- view its magnificence was them.
lose of our lsweldest Mai vas spris. "Certainly, but not without their
Illinois and Washington streets to strikingly presented to the people. A
"01, that Isn't right," they =plats donate& Ills meet of the mew Isese parents' consent. They have to bring
the site of the statue. All of the mighty cheer, led by the president, You must put It down this way."
labe oarsery. but swiss on hot papers from their parents and letters
1 um Wad
1'
I streets were profusely decorated with was heard, almost drowning the
Than. according to present-day ta- woe MsNOW Illeilere the .
)7 recommerdation before we'll take
• the national colors. while .the side- strains of music from the band and structisa, they put the quotient above adlems he bee teems t
-a."
walks, yards and windows were filled the salute of music from the band the dividend and set the remainder he sett In by Iganielat from
And married men?"
bata
from
guns
sof
presisalute
the
add
with spectators who gave the
the little crook on the right formerly pia sever lenewed, althoue,.. se vital
"Generally speaking, in times 01
dent an enthusiastic welcome. The tery stationed in the courthouse y;rd. occupied by the quotient Before these Med is alai& Woe, to intli it open fro. 7eace thcy're barred. UrnIcss the coloconcluiion
the
the
after
bales.
presence
Immediately
the
by
increased
• crowd was
eementricities of modern education the
ad of some regiment is willing to talc'
"It waslest, Mealier, the amnia.
.. of litany thousands of visitors from of the ceremony the President was gereat sits amazed and helpless, trying
I married man it is against the reguescorted to the Columbia Club, to be to prepare himself for the next in11011. of the door Iron the setstee to whaill lations to enlist him. You understand
.411 parts of Indissa.
The programme of exercises at the entertained by a committee until`the Goa. which will probably be to make I wish to cant attention—any oat smell there's no provision made by the govhare welly learned to do that, but the
unveiling was simple but impressive. time for his departure for Lansing the Wires upside down.
ernment for the support of the famtads that invariably, after he had la
A nagArved stand for the speakers at 6 o'clock this evening.
ilies of soldiers. The men cannot livt

The KING OF ALL
BOSOM IRONERS

WHY?
91ret.

Because it iron3 smothly, not
rough.
Second.

The button holes, Or stud
holes match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and without injury.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is miss-
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CONFEDERATE REUNION.
Richmond. Va., May jo.—Three
big events combined today to make
memorable the opening of the seventeenth national reunion of the United
Confeedrate Veterans in this city.
The first was the formal opening of
the reunion this morning, the 'session
being devoted to addresses by prominent veterans, the appointment of
the necessary committees and other
business of a routine character.
The second event was a grand pa•
rade of veterans and military, leading
up to the crowning • feature of the
day's programme. the unveiling of
the monument to Gen. J. E. B. Stuart, the dashing cavalry leader of the
army of Northern Virginia.
The day began with the city filled
with the largest

crowd of

art's staff. The oration of the day
was delivered by General Theodore
S. Garnett, also a member of General
'Stuart's staff, and who was introduced to the assembled thousands by
Major A. R. Venable, Jr., another of
Gen. Stuart's staff, and who was with
the general when he received his
The unveiling ceredeath wound
mony was performed by Miss Virby
ginia Stuart Waller, escorted
Master J. E. B. Stuart, both grandchildren of Gen. Stuart. Mayor McCarthy received the state on behalf
of the City of Richmond
WILL Slit OHIO FOR
SET OF FALSE TEETH

visitors Forger Gets Separated From Masticators on Way to Jail.

ever entertained in Richmond. During the whole of yesterday, last night
and the early hours of this morning.
special and regular trains arrived at
frequent intervals bringing to the city
•thouaands of the men who wore the
gray, together with their families,
The
friends and other visitors.
crash of bands was to be heard in
almost every street as the veterans
were escorted to the quarters assigned to them.
The visitors have found the arrangements for their reception and entertainment of the most elaborate and
perfect character. Hotels and boarding houses are filled and scores of
private homes have been thrown open
for the accommodation of the veterans. The city is a mass.of color, the
decorations' of flags aed bunting being most elaborate throughout the
• business section.
Gen. John W. Gordon was the
chief marshal of the parade, which
was the feature of the early afternoon. In the line were the survivors
-of the Western Cavalry Association
...• -•••of the Army of Northern Virginia,
gray -clad eterans from every state of
the South, miinibers of the Sons of
Veterans. the Confederate monument
association. the United Daughters of
the . Confederacy and various other
orfganizations.
The music of the batids,dre waving of the torn and tattered battle
flags, the rattle and latter of the
horses and the field pieces and the
many marching veterans served to
tint the procession with jst enough
martial color to make it .form a fit, ling Preliminary to the unveiling of
the handsome bronze monument to

Shelby, 0.. May 30.—The state of
Ohio is t be sued for one set of false
teeth. Lincoln Wrenn of this city
wants to recover the teeth in order
to obtain their value in money, besides the damages to his digestion
incurred while he was compelled to
subsist on soups and garden truck
at the Mansfield reformatory. There
is also to be a trifling expense of
$5.000, which Wrenn proposes to recover as damages to his facial beauty
The
and contentment 'of mind.
trouble started while he was waiting
for his gums to heal up after he
had had all his teeth extracted. He
check and was sent to the
forged
reformatory, but his teeth didn't follow. He couldn't digest the food.
Hence the suit.

MOST COSTLY LEATHER.
That

Wade from Walrus Rld
Which It Takeo Years
to Tan.

'We have had," said a dealer, 'Val.
las‘leather two inches thick, sash
being worth about $600 a side, heist
lug, as it does, 22.60 a pound.
"It takis font or five years to tan
walrus hide of that thickness. If the
hide is not thoroughly and ported',
Lined the raw strip left la the middle
will turn as hard and emooth ea iron
The City of Satillo gets to St. "It takes two or three years to tan
Louis today and leaves there tomor- Inch thick walrus, and the leather et
row bound back this way for the that thickness calls for $1.36 a mound,
thrite-quarter inch walrus, bringing 71
Tennessee river.
mats a pound by the side.
"Walrus leather is wee Weer toe
polishing purposes by ussantasturtag
jewelers. It is cot into Cum wile&
are mineated an wheals. Walrus in a
durable leather sad It le espednily
limitable la this see homages it pot.
bb_s without scratebhag"
2

Mir W. Whittemore

Real' Estate Agency

Paducah Real Estate. Western Kentucky Farms.. Easy Monthly Payment Lots for Investment. Western
the illustrious cavalry leader.
Kentucky Real Estate Journal and
The exercises of unveiling were Price List Free to Everybody. Send
opened w;th prayer,by the Rev. Wal- for it. Office Fraternity Building.
jer Q. Hullihen er-Staunton, Va., IMGAR W. WHITTEMORN, Pada.
who was a membdt Jf general Stti
•••••......•••••••

Ilikaralianne

of the Present Day Not
Tricked Out as in Former
Times
-Probably not half a dozen horses are
eomparisoned to-day as they were aa
years ago, says Country Life in Ameriea. Harness In this coustry then WY
distinctly American In type, as was
the horse of a decade earlier, but U
that heroes', whether for gig or carriage, were to be seen on the drive or
in the park to-day it would be greeted
with supreme ridicule, although It was
then considered the proper thing.
Whatever may have been our opinions
then, we now know what Is right. It
was only • matte* of education and we
wore apt scholars. A score of year.
ago the horse show descended neon
as and found us with good native
horses and poor satire harness. If
WWI apparent to all beholders that
something was wrong, and when later
wee or two animals were shown Is
the "somethinr
harness
lagilah
wrong" was plainly understood. A
great change was needed, which was
eo sooner recognised than made, and
to-day, with the exception of the dream
of the speedway horse, the asellii
type of harness is mod everywhere

gorses

"web.

goilied it and got his hod/ partially
he nude a rapid earn or whirl to
prervent the tall that was not them
(but heredity impressed en Ma the
hot that it ought to have WOO hint
Wag caught between the dogleg deer
and as frame.
-This he did dozens of Ulnas every
day so long as we had kia, and was
always willing to show at lytore our
mightier., as be never seemed to tea
maim the fact that he had not a tail
like his neighbors."

CORAL-REEF

FINANOC.
1Deran Applied to the Patient, Gristmill
Growth of Pothathildts
Fortuna
-"In the first place," it shoton: be ro.
membeied that tho
mld fortes.
-meow
s
is not
' • —.to at'Tr.!
Trance,- se Everybody's. "It has sb
sorbed many industries and sway railway.—like the lign• du Nord—but always by political and financial coups.
And it is the least frenzied of finance.
By reason of Its slow, coed, patient secumulaUen one might call it (sines
plenums are the mode) °oral-reef
finance, so gelidly hes it been built up in
the dusk and silence of the underworld
St polities.
"And the fortune of the French house
ti-day exceeds ten milliards. That
means 22,000,600,000 imagination boggles at so huge a sum—it meson
merely an endless carayan ,of ciphers,
this 10,000,006,060 of French money,
They own or control all the precious
metals, the prime materials, mines,
credit, the Bank of France, all the
means of transport, both railways and
veaterways---so far as the canal system
goes—next to the city, which owns all
public buildings, they are the greatest
• owners of lands and houses fa Feria—
round the Arc de Triomphe,the Champsglysees, the Bois de Boulogne, the Pare
Monomu, and, notably, the Gars du
Nord, entire streets belong to the
Rothschilds; their ikateaux dot the
provinces; in land Wes they possess
00,000 acres."
w

with their families, and it it out ol
the question to move them about the
country, so the benedicts are practically barred from the ranks.
"tea, indeed, they sometimes slip
In. They desert their wives, and
think they can escape In that way.
And some of them. if they get tired cif
army life, or think they are in any
danger, resurrect their wives, as It
were, and use them as an excuse for
their discharge from the service.
Then they are dishonorably di.
chargedfor having enlisted by fraud
"Most of the applicants prefer the
Infantry and artillery to the cavalry
because there is much less work in
the first two. A cavalryman has to
take care of his horse as well as his
equipments; he has the work of the
infantryman and about as much again.
(.'ii the field, when camp is pitched,
be has to look out for his horse before
be can attend to his own want/. The
artillery offers the most advantages.
The men like to be stationed at home
here along the coast, where most of
the artillery is.
"On an average in this office we
have from 1,200 to 1,600 enlistments a
year. For the past few years San
Francisco has broken the record fot
enlistments, but that is because there
are more reenlistments there than
soldiers
the
All
anywhere else.
brought back from the Philippines
land in San Francisco, and the great
number of those who again enter the
army enlist in the western city."
Turtle in the Neil.
When the last western pouch was
brought from the railroad station at
Paterson and dumped on the distributing table at the post office a huge snapping turtle ualked out of the pouch and
seated itself on top of the pile of mail.
It then made Its way to the stamp department. The turtle had enougn
stamps on its back to take it to its destination, but the paper containing the address had bten lost in transit. Under
the rules of the department. the turtle
will be sent to the dead-letter office unless the sender can be found, and will
forward enough stamps to cover its
shipment back. Meanwhile, the carriers' association has adopted the turtle,
and, despite the department rules,
talks hopefully of being able to relegate
the turtle to the soup-pot.--Newark
News.

Making India Paper.
The process by which India paper is
sags is a secret known to but three
Eying persons. When one dies another
Is /et into the mystery. Is this way
k has been preserved ever dace it was
Jemmied by an °Seer is the Itaglieh
Everything Accepted.
army. Other thin papers are male,
Analyst'.
hat India paper Is pemillar in that
"You mean to think a good deal of
prtat in am aide does not shoe that malt."
wot is a ghlbeerrigistr
"Well, I ought to, admitted the young
"Well, it's like this—if I were In through on the other.
author. "He's th0 only person who
✓ep* a warner from ye when pe
Islam to the Fore.
sever rejects my contributions."
won't lookin', an' don offer to glee
intellect working see me
Ind
We
"Ali, editor, eh?"
ye a dime, If ye% prolate* to bay a
'No; be passes the plate at Oar
teot'brush wit it, I'd be oohs of Mum much in literature as in the domain of
science, which has brought torth der ehurch."—Pitteburg Poet.
thinga"—Life.
lag the last Yew years many strings
sad wonderful discoveries, If we have
Meet Discarded,
The Division.
not had the mama of a Keats or a
until within a few yea
Uruguay,
In
winter
the les vese hal Shelley, we have had winks tele.
=gar—In
the sale of hides was the only part of
my stheletlett7.
X-rays
and &Ananbor of
meallh, radio:
cattle industry, that yielded any ca
Qmpar--And the coal
1091 Asia
.
411"°T•
VE4F•41
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ing.
No other like it in West Ken-

tucky. Satisfy yourself
sending us your laundry.

by

Star Laundry
'Phone aoo.

EXCURSIONS
Entlattitititt3 SUE 13E 13::

ST. LOUIS & TENNESSEE
RIVER PACKET 00.
The cheapest and best excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00
for the round trip to Tennessee
River and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, good table,
good rooms, etc. Boat leaves each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m.
For other information apply to

JAMES KOGE.R, Supt.
FRANK L. BROWN, Agt.
EXCURSION RATES
ON THE RIVER.
ROUND TEs P TO

Evansville and Return
Continuous Passage, $4.00; Unlimited
Ticket, $5.00, Meals and Berth
Inclueed.

Round Trip to Cairo,
arty of five or over, $r
each, without meals; $2.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats. For
further particulars see

B. A. FOWLER, G. P. A., or
GIVEN FOWLER, City Passenger Agent. Phone 33.

11.I.RIVMS,M. D.
Office, 419 Broadway.
TELEPHONES:
Residence, 296; Office, 355.

J.

Hendrick. J.(I. Miller
Wm, Marble.
HENDRICK, MILLER
& MARBLE,
Lawyers.

Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones 31.
Rooms 1, 3 and 4, Register Building, 523 1-2 Broadway.
2,

E. H. PURYEAR,
Attorney-at-Law.
Rooms 5 and 6, Register Bldg.
523

I-2

Broadway, New Phone 490:
Old Phone 1487 R.

Specialties: Abstracting of Titles, Insurance, Corporation
and Real Estate Law.

0.D; Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent.
401 Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 49$-R.

PADUCAH, KY.
OLIVER, OLIVER &
M'GREGOR,
Lawyers,
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear Bank
NI Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone z14.

Old Phone 4114R
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the injury of The Register. When !a
22
ss
the- verdict for $350 was returned ts TODAY IN HISTORY,
It
It
It
THE NEXT BIG EVENT IN PADUCAH WILL BE THE
against The Register, the local gang
PUBLISHED BY THE
U
It
it it 12 2222 it it it it # it 12 323: ti it 32
It
register Newspaper Company, howled with delight, but now they
--4r-sing a different tune.
(Incorporated.)
1498—Columbus sailed on his third
The Register has been worth
In
'At Register Building, pa -Broadway.
voyage to the New World.
APPEARS FOR SENTENCE BUT it
thousands „ of dollars to the tax 574—Henri III, of Franco borni.
it
JAMES E. WILHELM, President payers
POSTPONEMENT IS
and citizens of Paducah, and 1640—Peter P.,•1 Rubens, Flemish
Treasurer
JOHN WILHELM,
painter,
died.
TAKEN.
Born ts77.
'ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary the fight made in this newspaper has
1757 Henry Aid'dington, Viscount
cost o thousands of dollars, and it
Sidnuouth, Engrsh prime minisEntered at the Postoffice of Padu- has
in
had
fighting
alanost
to
do
its
ter,
born. Died 1844.
matter.
cah, Ky., as second-class mail
single handed and alone. Wiaten 1814--L-Empress Josephine, wife of
Napoleon T., died.
15.00 started in to put The Register out
One Year
NOW IS THE TIME TO
MAKE PREPARATIONS.
82
2.50 of business, but his success along 1835—Alfred, Austin, English poet
Six Months
laureate,
it
born.
ras
Three Months
itti22ti22tit:1373+:1113332:12
ti 32
it Si it it it it SI it Si
.10 that line has been no better than that 1838—New charter granted the HudOne Week
son Bay Company.
achieved by the rest of the gang.
THEO. V. HALSEY ARRAIGNED it
a
Anyone failing to receive this paper
AND WILL PLEAD NEXT
Every newspaper in the country 189o—Gerfielet Memorial dedicated at
22
tt
regularly should report the matter to
Cleveland. Ohio.
SATURDAY.
that
the
has
grit
for
to
up
stand
The Register office at once. TeleIt
1878--Commercial treaty between
22
phone Cumberland 358.
its convictions, and to st'eadra'sftly reUnited States and France signU
fuse to be bluffed or bulldozed by
ed.
Veniremen in Schmitz Case Answer a
82
the gang of self-coastituted bosses in
to Names—Demand Removal
2222
:2 it it it it it it it IS
ist :2 it it it Li it it :tit it it it Si Si
its city, must expect to be hounded,
of Police Commissioners,
boycotted and lied upon until the
CAN HELP YOU SOLVE THE PROBLEM OF DRESS
U
people realize conditions and join it
32
AND COMFORT. THE STORE IS BRIM FULL OF GOOD
San Francisco, May 39.—Abraham
in its work to better the city. As a
The Register's Victory.
SUGGESTIONS
Ruef
. A COMPLETE LINZ OF AIRY FRESH
appeared
before
Superior
Judge
a
rule, it takes time for the public to
Dunne in the Auditorium of the JewMATERIALS AWAITS YOUR CONSIDERATION.
The decision of the court of ap- fully understand matters,
ish Synagogue yesterday to be senpeals syesterday in favor of The
The enemies of a fearless newstenced for extorting $1.75 from Jos.
Register Newspaper company, re- paper .work under cover like the as- MEMORIAL EXERCISES TO BE Manfanti, proprietor ,of Delmonio's "
1
versing the ,Livingston circuit court sassin. To the public they put up
restaurant, to which charge he pleadHELD ABOUT JUNE 9 THIS
PRINTED LAWNS AND BATISTES ARE HERE IN ALL
ed guilty a fortnight ago. Assistant 21
YEAR
in the case of Elden Stone against the plea of being "roasted" by the
District
Attorney
THE
Heney
that
moved
NEW STYLES AND COLORS. POLKA DOTS, LARGE
tt
Mparty, was but in accordance newspaper, and use every means posthe
the passing of sentence be postponed;
AND
SMALL,
RING DOTS AND FLORAL DESIGNS —
with , what those familiar with the sible to injure the paper. The
for two weeks. Turning to Ruef,
Mangrum
Lodge
Deferred
RatificaPRICES
10C, 12 1-2C AND 15C A YARD.
case i'ave expected all along. In a spiteful suits brought by Worten
who stood at the bar, Heney said:
tion of Pencil Sketchea--TemOF COURSE WE HAVE THE GOOD FIVE CENT
"You have no objection to that
news item published in The Register was but one of the many things The
plar Home of Saratoga.
Mr. Ruef?"
LAWNS TOO.
in August, loos, Stone was virtually Register has had to contend with
"None," answered the former boss. sa
referred to as a thief and the records from its enemies, and the fact that
This order was accordingly made sg
of the Paducah police court show they were brought in another county
The Odd Fellows of the city by Judge Dunne and Ruef resumed u
him to be a self-confessed theif, in a looks suspicious on its face, and the 'are preparing for their annual memo- his seat near Mayor Gchmitz, whose '3*
WHITE GOODS HAVE
GROWN
IN
POPULARITY
rat services held in remembrance of trial on the identical charge to which i n
case where he was charged with decision by the court of appeals
will the dead bretheren, and last night Ruef pleaded guilty was about to
FROM
SEASON TO SEASON AND MANUFACTURERS
be
ts
pctty larceny. and in which he en- give thinking persons a good idea
Mangum lodge selected a committee resumed.
HAVE PRODUCED SOME EXCELLENT FABRICS OF
I it
tered the plea of guilty. Notwith- of just why Worten deliberately of Messrs. William Krause, Sterling
Theo. V. Halsey.
WHICH WE HAVE AN ABUNDANT STOCK.
standing that this fact was proven in planned to bring the suits in another Price and J. 0. Keebkr to act in conTheo. V. Halsey, the agent of the
FINE WHITE BATISTE 15C AND 20C YARD.
be
to
committee
nection
like
with
a
Pacific States Telephone and Telethe trial of the case against The county.
Ingleside lodge, graph company, indicted along with
selected
tonight
by
48
INCH SHEER BATISTE 45C YARD.
Register, a verdict for $350 was reand also one from the Union Encamp- Vice-President Glass of that corpora- i n
48
INCH
WASH CHIFFON 50C YARD.
turned against the newspaper, alment. Although the date is not defi- tion on eleven charges of bribing the ,32
Decoration
46
Day
INCH
was
observed
FRENCH LAWN 29C AND 25C YARD.
by
a
though the suit was for $5,000.
nitely set, it is more than probablt supervisors to vote against the grant- in
number
of
old
placing
soldiers
48
by
INCH
the
FRENCH LAWN 45C YARD.
for
time
that June ri will be the
ing of a franchise to the Home It:
J. Mark Worten, ex-city solicitor
to
visite
flags
on
the
include
jceremionies
graves
*2
will
that
comrades
of
Telephone
company,
first
was
46
called
INCH
MERCERIZED CHIFFONETTE 39C AND 48C.
of Paducah, was the lawyer who
the cemeteries where the graves of the for arraignment on the last indict-In
MERCERIZED BATISTE 25C
brought ttie suit against The Reg- buried in Oak Grove. There was no
dead Odd Fellows will be decorated. mene returned against him.
It , tt
ister, and it was not filed until some distinction shown between the blue
Pencil Sketches.
charges that Halsey bribed Supermonths after the item was published. and gray, as all that were known to
Mangrum lodge last night decided vssor•vv. W. Sanderson, in the sum a
A short while before the filing of have served were decorated, together to wait until its next meeting the of $5,000.
WE WANT YOU TO GET ACQUAINTED WITH OUR
Halsey'; attorneys are Delphin M.1 3:
with the burial place of a Revolution- coming week before adopting the penthis suit Worten had brought an- armor
4.....••••
the
LINE
showing
the
of
Delmas
ideas
sketches
OF INDIA LINON S. ITS BY FAR THE FINEST
Schlessinger
cil
and
Se
Humphother.suit for the boy's father against ary soldier. All rancor and feeling is arrangement committee that is pee- rey. Halsey
stood
during
up
the
u
GOODS
YOU'LL HAVE OFFERED YOU OF ITS CLASS,
The Register for $1o,000, and that gone between, those who fought in the paring for reconearuction of the Fifth reading of the indictment by Clerk i
WE
BUY
THIS IN' ENORMOUS QUANTITIES DIRECT
suit .was won by the newspaper. civil war since they all wear the same and Kentucky avenue school proper- McMansus, which occupied about I n
FROM THE MANUFACTURER AND HAVE NOT ADBoth of the suits were brought in uniform—gray. We the sons of these 'ty the lodges bought. The member, five minutes. At its conclusion the
thoroughly look clerk asked: "To this charge what
VANCED PRICES AS MOST STORES HAVE.
Livingston county. where neither of fast departing heroes rejoice in our want ample time to
into the remodeling plan outlined by Ao you plead"
WE INVITE A COMPARISON OF THE FOLLOWING
the plaintiffs ever lived, but Worten sires who wore the blue or gray, we the pencil sketches, before adoptine
"If it please Your Honor," interfrankly and freely as
those who them finally. Tonight the sketches posed Attorney Schelssinges, "we Is
GOODS. WE ARE SO SURE THEY ARE RIGHT THAT
formerly lived in that county.
YOU WILL AT ONCE RECOGNIZE
Acording to our belief and opinion, wore the buff and blue of the Con- will be held before Ingleside odge for desire until next Saturday to plead." 1 12
THEIR
RE A L
The co mimitteerne n
To this the prosecution consented. Irr
VALUE AS BEING MUCH GREATER THAN THE PRICES
those suits were really Wortert's tinental army on the homespun and con sidera eon.
to
''We also- ask for a copy of the ,tt
membe Gish p
want
the full
suits, and merely brought to vent his buckskin of Kentucky and Tennesthoroughly investigate into the plans testimony against Mr. Halsey before t: INDICATE.
see.
spite and spleen against The Register
GOOD INDIA LINON AT 5C.
before adoption, as there is no need the grand jury." The continuance it
because we had cr•ticised him for
for any hurry because it will be at. was granted and Judge Dunne direct- 22
GREAT INDIA LINONS AT 10C, 12 1-2C, I5C AND 18C.
bringing sixty-seven suits for $10,000
The unanimity with which the least a month or two the reconstruc- ed that a copy be supplied.
THESE GOODS ARE ACTUALLY WORTH ONE-THIRD
each for ex-chain gang prisoners, press of the state has applauded the tion work is commenced.
MORE THAN OUR PRICES.
Templar Headquarters.
9CMITZ TRIAL.
•
it
against the City of Paducah, which decision of the court of appeals in
Tile Paducah Knights Templar
he had just served as legal advisor the Louisville election case is good have 'closed negotiations whereby Seventeen of the Veniremen Sum- a
for two years, and then brought suits sign. Rockribbed coarty papers of "Walworth Marsionn will be headmoned Answer to Their Names.
FOR SEPARATE SKIRTS AND SUITS. WHITE, BLACK
San Francisco, Cal , May 30-1
against the city to the amount of each party are of on accord in re- quarters for the brethren and friends
who go from here in July to Sarato- Seventeen of the fifty veniremen re- u
AND
POLKA DOT DUCKS AT WC.
$67o,00o, which, if he had won, would gard to the necessity of purifying
go Springs, New York to attend the turned into court yesterday for com- It
ETAMINE WEAVE SU ITINGS IN PLAIN COLORS
have bankrupted the c:ty. The Reg- elections, few even referring to the conclave for Knight' Templar of the
10c•
pletion of the Schmitz jury, answered it
FANCY COTTON SUI TING.% LIGHT WEIGHT, AT WC.
iste stood up for the tax payers and truism n that both parties are guilty. United States. The -esidence is a to their names as called by the clerk.
as a result Ex-City Solicitor Worten, This is indeed as it should be and handsome mansion capable of caring Five were absent, eight were out of St THESE COME CHIEFLY IN CHECKS AND PLAIDS.
in behalf of a self confessed tbef, wll lead to good throughout our for fifty people and all the Paducah- town and had not been subpoened, it
FANCY COTTON SUIT INGS IN HEAVIER WEIGHT AT
arts desiring will stop there during one had died since the making up of
br,ngs suit against the newspaper in commonwealth. The press as a
ti
15C•
thrir four days stay at Saratoga the yearly jury and nineteen offered
another county. He knew that the whole may not, as many claim, mold Springs. the change of only $1.50 to Judge Epritie offered explana22
SETTER ONES AT 25c, AND 23C YARD.
newspaper would have to employ public sentiment, but it cetainly al- each being made.
tions of why they should not be re22
The place is owned by Mrs. illen quired to serve.
lawyers to defend it e suit, and be ways reflects such sentiment when
12
Walworth
eiandin
of
Hardin
noted
the
put to great expense in carrying wit- it is agreed on tiny one point. An
family of Kentucky.
Demand on Mayor.
A LOT OF GINGHAMS IN NEAT DRESS STYLES AT
nesses there, while not one,dollar aroused public sentiment in favor of
Knights ot Pythias. .
San Francisco, May 3o.—The Call U
1-2c A YARD.
7
could be made out of his --client.
honest elections will secure honest
The coming Sunday the Knights of t today says: The commercial interFANCY GINGHAMS, ALSO SOLID COLORS, AT 19C
Pythias bold their annual worship at ests of San Francisco have formally. 32
A certain class in Paducah think elections.
the Trimble street Methodist church demanded the -removal of the incum- U
AND 12 1-2C.
such contemptible methods against
where the yearly sermon will be de- bent police commission. The de- 22
IMPERIAL CHAMBRAY GINGHAMS, SOLID COLaRS.
Thc Register is alright, but when
The 'Bonnie glue Flag' waved over livered by Rev. George W. Banks. who mand made on Mayor Schmitz yes- St
The Register under.akes to defend
Richmond. The men who fought irn- is a member of the order. The lodge- terday also involves the appointment:a 15c.
itself against such outrages, its all
CLOSING A LOT OF BUNGALOW
SUITINGS (MERder Lee and0ohnston are gathered to meets at their hall on Broadway near of a new police commission from a
Fifth street at to:ts o'clock that list of names selected by that body a CERIZED) AT 15C. FORMER PRICE
wrong. It. cost The Register several
WAS
35C. IT IMIother
with
meet each
a handishaice morning,
and, go in a body to the -of citizens, which is practically the u
hundred dollars, which it has paid
arid' yarn of other days. to honor their church, where the program iv being rejuvenated and enlarged committee 13 TATES RAJAH SILK.
in cold cash, just for Worten's
valiant dead and cheer the survivors arranged for the occasion.
of fifty originally appointed by the
ir:
spiteful and malicious work, bet in
mayor himself. amongst their leaders.
The men
12
this free country we do not propose
demand
in
Accompanying
formal
the
ENVELOPES
AND WRAPPERS
who rode with Stuart are again
for the removal of the police cornto suffer any man or set of meti to
12 STYLES NEW SWISS RUFFLED CURTAINS JUST IN
mounted, riding in a parade to unveil
New Designs of Four Denominations mission was a list of names from In
BY EXPRESS.
do what they can to injure US and
the statue erected to their dashing
which the mayor is expected to select t:
Will Be the Issue.
not enter a defense.
PLAIN RUFFLED CURTAINS 59C PAIR,
32
•
the' new board.
leakier, Long -ft. to the U. C. V.
The $to,000 case brought by WorFIGURED RUFFLED CURTAINS 98C PAIR
4nforintation has beers received
and may the hands of loved ones even
ten for Sam Stone we won, and ao strew
that the Postoffice Departmenl will, "THIS IS MY 57TH BIRTHDAY" N
a
BETTER 04IES AT $115 AND $1 25
flowers upon the graves of
shortly after June ao, begin the issue
Bishop Lawrence.
McCracken county jury has since those
THEY ARE DIFFERENT FROM ANYTHING WE HAVE
who have gone before.
'Rt. Rev. William Lawrence, bishop , tt
of stumped envelopes and ire WSpaper
said by a iterdiet in our favor against
SHOWN THIS SEASON.
wrappers bearing embossed
postage of the 'Episcopal diocese of Massa- $2t
Mark • Worten. that it was a case
THEY ARE FIRST CLASS GOOpS AND PINE VALUES. a
There is little doeibt of the truthful- stamps in new designs in four de- chusetts, was born in Boston, May 3o, 1 $2
of malicious prosecution. This is the
He received has education at U
nominations—one, two, four and, Are t8so
WE HAVE SAID NOTHING ABOUT OUR,BIG STOCK a
ness of Teddy.' No person who so cents.
first case of its kind, that we know
The form pf thestigamps.wild Harvard and later attended the FarisHOSIERY—THE MOST COMPLETE SHOWING EVER
OF
frequently calls. other men liars be an ellipse.
The sTAsjects and copal theological school at Camof in this city, against a lawyer, but
SEEN IN A PADUCAH STORE—PLAIN GAUZE HOSE.
could possibly swerve the trail( of ab- colors of their background will be: bridge. In 1877, two yearn after his a
the verdict 'against him has resulted
LACE HOSE—ALL SORTS OF HOSE FOR MEN, WOsolute and exact truth.
No mass Otree cent, Benjamin Franklin, green; graduation, he became rector of Grace u
in great benefit to the city, for it is
Lawrence, Moss. In 1883 he 33
ever heard of a person calling t4 two cent, George Washington. red; Church,
MEN AND CHILDREN.
CAN'T WE SHOW YO
stotice to -other lawyers who are
four cent, Benjamin Frantkline. black; was appointed a professor in the a
veracity of another In question when and five
Cambridge
in
and
tt
divinity
at
school
22*2*2223222*2
George
22222221
cent,
*
Washington,
* 222222 22 2232 2222*2*22232223
# it
quick, to precipitate litigation, that
222222222
the retort "you're nuther" could pos- blue. These stamps will he issued-to t888 became dean of the institution,
they must have reasonable grounds
postmasters as soon as the preyea't which position he held until he was 8:
sibly be mode.
for a suit, or be proceeded against
stock of envelopes and wrappers is ex elected a bishop of the chunish, in 22
for mancious prosecution. Another
1893. Bishop Lawrence has at
hail:Wed and the old' envelopes And
David once admitted that he wars :wrappers will contjntie to be valid for been closely identified- with Harem:id It
result of the verdct against Worten
University for a nitmitee, of years and a
was to reduce * the litigation against mistaken when he sad, "all men Aie postage.
a
has taken prominent part its many
liars."
He
laid
it
all
to
haste.
Perpublic officials and the city by irremvernents having 'frit their object the a
Iowa
Bill-Post
ers
Meet.
haps the founder of our National
spoMble persons.
U
Burlington, Iowa, May do.— he public welfare. He is the author of a ts assau a a a ss auna
kalts a a a a a a a a a a
aa
Commandlery
of the prophet1146 Of Iowa State Bill Po:stops-and .Distribist numerous 1)001k1S, pa inplet. and eAitys. I
The appellate court decision is
fr4i evidence to the people of this Annanias, has been hasty in his lite- ors' association. held its annual meet- in all of whicsh he has shown himself
ing here today with a good attend- to he a close student, logical thinker
- -Jake Biederman Grocery and BakJiiixley was once talking to
city of the vicious and bitter warfare stowal of the Grand Crosses of tle,
Sir,
Jog CO., sell the Earthquake carpet
ance from all part* of the state. The and clean writer, •
William
Gull about the healing poworder.
that has been waged for years against
.officers in chaotic or the meting were
cleaner and brushes.,
er of nature. "Stuff!" said Gull.
The Register. Its policy of being
----Rev. W. T. Bolling me-idles the I
President W. W. Moore, of Des
"Nine
times' out of ten nature does
Miss Rubie Cobb is milting well Mksins, Vicce PreSidetir Charles T. baccalaureate sermon for the public, Hand beat carpets are' not clean.
indepepslent and outspoken, does not
not want to One the man. She wants
and slowly recovering from effects t Kirrdt of Davenport, Secretary Al. J. school graduates next &May mornsuit a certain gang in Paducah, and of the operation
have a machine. Phone tar.
to pnt.hia,inbis coffin."
performed for ay initsby 9f Marshall. •attel, ,Trea.ti,e- cif
ti"h.t t
the, B
. roadway Afethodi•t We
aet tarl .qttick to e'l1coarage4'-tny pendicitis.
—"Egarthquake," the carpet cleaner.
—Earthquake,
carpet
the
Cleaner,
•
.Elbert Payton. of .Cenreville.
.•
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You will have another opportunity
to buy one of

1

ANTI-SALOW" DECRATED THE
1CONVENTION GRAVES OF DEAD
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Brilliant Pi ogram

DURING GATHERING TOMOR- MANY FEDERAL AND CONROW ELECTION OF OFFIFEDERATE DEAD REMEMCERS WILL OCCUR.
BERED HERE.

SATURDAY JUNE 1, 8:15

Rev. L. L. Pickett is Expected To- The Railroad Shops. Postoffice and
morrow to Organize Choir for
Banks Were Closed Yesterday
Revival—Church
a.
on Account of the Holiday.

Kimball Co., Grand Piano Used. Seats on sale
at Box Office 9 a.m. to-day.
Students 75 cents,
General Public $1.00.

At Kentucky Theatre

3

3
gs

•

3
3
3
3
3
3

Etice Chap
Eton

Cut Aways

4;* GLASS PLANT TAXES ARE DUE
0
NEARLY READY
HUGE TA/4X IS NOW BEING TREASURER JOHN DORAN BEGINS MAKING COLLECCONSTRUCTED AT THE
TIONS TOMORROW.
PLANT.

General Manager Herry M. Finley Deputy Ogilvie and Maurice MeinBelles-es He Will Be Ready to
tyre Getting County Tax Books
in Shape.
Start Business June 15.

•

The first half °tithe taxes are due
Contractor George Ingrain has
glfinished the work ef constructing all the month commencing tomorrow
the eight buildings for the new glass from parties owning property in this
factory on Island creek, and now the city, arid City Tueasurer John J. Dorlaborers
are
c.ontsructing
the ian has everything ready to start the
huge tank that wiH hold the molten collections, the receipts. hawing Veen
glass when the concern is in opera- muck out for every property owner,
tion MT Harry Fines% the owner of showing what he owes and on what
the concern, has moved all of his properties. City Clerk Henry Bailey
machinery and equipment here from having finished the many thousand of
Lieschfield,
where he operated receipts several weeks ago.
There IS about Stoo,ctio due during
the plant before coming to Paducah.
In addition to the outfit he brought the coming month, inv.: the treasurer
-along with him. he has purchased does not have his mamtnoth rush unabout $ts.000 worth of new ma- til the last of the week, wheneeerY chinery. all of which has been in- body ensues in to wade, becaose all
walled in its proper position, and the those not paying by the first of the
Only thing now is for the tank to be month have the perralry and other
completed.when the factory will start costs added to the amount due.
County Taxan
up for business. Mr. Finey believes
Deputy Ogilvie and hi, assistant.
that he will be able to start the fires
June 13. and by that time will have,)&r. Maurice McIntyre, Democratic
here a large force of the highest sal-1 nominee for city clerk, are busy each
aried workmen ever employed here,'day now getting into thape the books
es glass makers get all the way from'from which Sheriff John Ogilvie will
collect the county and state taxes
$5 to $13 per day.
The holdings coo about $iti.000 this year. The sheriff's force is foland were erected by Mr. Ingram' lowing the idea of the city authorities,
wry rapidly. They are all small that of writing on the receipts and
-structures like those commonly used amonnta due from everybody before
itartu
in the etilloection so that- an
in the glass factories.
there remains to be done when anyone comes in to pay. is to tear out the
ARMY WORMS DESTROY
BIG FIELD OF HAY. receipt, sign ia and take in the
money.
tn.
Mow • Down 150 Acres of Timothy in
THREATEN TO ARREST
One Night Near Petersburg
MAYOR AND COUNCIL
Indiana.

The Anti-Saloon l'sui tie of McCracken county and Paduzah holds
its convention tomorrow aiternoun at
2 o'clock at the county court house,
and during the gathering the election
of officers will be held, while ads
dresses will be delivered by a number
of people, including Rev. W. J. Naylor, president of the organization.

tlead Federal and Confederate
soldier, buried at Oak Grove cemi,.ere not forgotten yesterday
b, ther survtiving colgratles, as a
delegation of veterans - serving on
114,th sides during -the civil war went
to the cemetery and adorned last
resting places of the dead with little
American'flags,-a token of remembrance from the livIng.
About 15o,
graves were decorated, that being all
Will Arrive Tomorrow.
Rev. L. L. Pickett will arrive to- they could find, and included in the
morrow front Louisville, and in the number was that of Major John
evening organize the big choir to F.well, who served during the Revolu-•
help with the musical features at the :-'mary war. He was the father of
revival to be started in the tent next Mrs. Claude Russell of North Sixth'
'Sunday at Fifth and Jackson streets. street and a valiant soldier with quite
He and other noted divines will as- a noted record for bravery.
I.asct evening the excursion over
sist Rev. Peter Fields with the protracted gathering, Dr. Pickett taking the Illinois Central railroad from
charge of the choristers because he Mayfield to Cairo ia this city passed
is a cultured musician and singer through. The specal train of nine
himself, and also composer of l many 'coaches
went through
yesterday
songs.
morning at nine o'clock bound for
the Egyptian city, and came back
about to o'clock last night.
Good Home for Boy.
The railroad shops were closed
Rev. Chiles, of the Union Rescue
Mission on Sosth Third street, yes- down yesterday, only an emergency
terday secured a nice home for the force being kept at work, while the
orphan boy he has been keeping at posioffice and banks were closed,this
the mission. He was'placed with Mr. being the extent of local recognition
J. R. Patterson, the well known farm- of Decoration Day.
er who ocupies the old Ratcliffe place
in the county. Rev. Chiles has a
bright orphan girl he desires to find
a home for also.

BOX SOCIAL BY
THE RERUNS

Church Societies.
The Woman's M'ssionary society
of the First Baptist church. will meet
at 3 o'clock this afternoon with the
Ladies' Mite society of that congregation, in the church lecture room.
All members are urged to be there as 'INGLESIDE LADIES GIVE A
Rev. Calvin M'. Thompson will adHUGE ENTERTAINMENT
dress the body.
NEXT MONDAY.

CONTRACTOR
MUCH BETTER

_a

Reading Standard
Bicycles and Motor Cycles
,

FAIRBANKS & MORSE CO's.
Gasoline Engines, Pumps, Windmills, etc.

CATALOGUES AND PRICES

GIVEN

UPON

REQUEST.

S. E. MITCHELL
OLD PHONE 4/31-a

NEW 743.

326-28 S. 3rd St.

1 MONUMENTS
We have a fine line of Marble, Granite and Stone Monuments which show the best of workmanship and high degree of artistic conception. Our smallest and lowest priced
Monuments have an air of distinction.
Parties desirous to beautify their lots should inspect our
line of curbing and menuments in

WHITE BLEACHING STONE
Remember we have the largest, best and most distinctive
line in the Purchase.
220 South Third St.

J.E.Williamson&Co

Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Hills Entertained
With Beautiful Reception.

The ladies of the Ingleside Regiven in about three weets•
HANDSOME HOMES.
bekah lodge are preparing for a fine
entertainment next Monday evening
MR. MEL BYRD IS IMPROVING ar"the Eagles' hall on Sixih and
Handsome Reception.
?Hon. J. S. Ross Bought Nice Place
Very handsome ,and attractive was
RAPIDLY AT HIS
On Boulevard—Mr. Dycus erectBroadway, the affair to be in the
HOME.
ing Concrete Rpsidence.
nature of a "box soctial." at which the reception last evening of Mr. and
Mrs. Walter J. Hills Of North Ninth
Hon. J. S. Ross, the attorney, has
time the ladies will all bring large
street, who received from co:so to purchased the handsome home
at 507
boxes filled cvtli dainties and nice
Henry Kolb. Jr., Alighted on HeMj.things to eat, while inside this box I 1:3O, complimentary to the twenty- Harra'han boulevard from Contractor
fifth
anniversary
of
marriage.
their
Bridges, and is now moving his' famion Leaving etaoi shrd etaoinrriml.is a card bearing the name of the
Large numbers of friends were ly from their old residence on North
on Leaping From Street Car—
tidy bringing it. The boxes are all charmingly
undcrtained by the well Fifth near Madison street.
Otheg Ailing.
plated together and sold to the genknown
couple.
tlemen, who take out the card conMT. Walter G. Dycus is at present
taining the name. The contents of
Williams-Robins.
having constructed a 'handsome $5,000
are
upon
boxes
spread
then
the
all
betmuch
Byrd
Mel
Contractor
is
Kenosha
y
Executive
Advises
Saloon
Petersburg. Ind , May 30 —Arm
Miss Grace Williams of Nashville,
ter at his residence on Trimble the festal board in picnic fashion, Tenn., and Mr. James A. Robins of concrete residence upon his farm' a
Foes to Leave Town.
worms yesterday appeared in a large
short distance out from Benton, where
and
gentleman
to
lunchescorts
the
near Tenth street, and developments
McKenzie, Tenn., will marry June 4 he will make his residence on commeadow on the iarm of Good Good eon
the
whose
name
lady
he
finds
rib
of
the
broken
show
end
that
the
Kenosha. Wis.. May 30.—Promiat the home of the bride's parents, pletion
rid, and during the night devoured
in the box.
of the place. He has been reMr. and Mrs. Volney L. Williams. siding ilere for she past few years. but
150 acres of timothy hay. This morn- nent city officials of Kenosha are did not pierce his lungs, as the docThe
arranging
are
a
also
ladies
conwill
be
tors
at
first
feared.
Ile
trembling
tonight on acount of the
mg the farmers in the White river
fine musical program for that night, The bride is a niece of Mrs. Ella goes back to Marshall county.bottoms are panic-stricken, as the threat made by the Kenosha Civic fined for some days yet. He fell and prospects arc for a very hand- Puryear of Tenth and Jefferson
into the basement of the new resi- Avormas have appeared in the neigh- Federation to demand the arrest of
streets, this city, where she often
Gorfnan And --ivefjr dence he is constructing adjoining *time- and largely attended event, as visited, while the groom is at the ADVERTISE IN THE REGISTER
boring %cheat fields.Thitclies are be- Mayor
AND Gr'r' QUICK nzsur...Ts
affairs
characteristic
all
the
of
given
Arcadia, the
head of the lifcTyeire school at 'Mcing dug about the infested fields and member of of the common council on Mayor Yeiser's home in
Rebekah
ladies.
the
by
stationmayor's
the
being
for
place
Kenzie and has also been in Paducah
will he filled with water in order to charge* of malfeasance in office. DisTWICE-A-WEEK REPUBLIC
trict Attorney Baker has demanded law, City Solicitor James Campbell,
often. After their bridal tour they
stip the onward march,
Three Years for One Dollar.
that, some of the erector,' of the Jr.
Delightful Recital.
•
will spend several weeks with Mrs.
The
Twice-A-Week REPUBLIC,
federation
make
the
formal
complaint
SPECIAL JUDGE HAS
The charming organ recitals by Puryear and her daughter,' Mrs.
Jumps From Car and Falls.
of
Sr.
Mo., the oldest and best
Louis,
Samuel
Hubbard,
cottage
at
at
their
NOT YET BEEN NAMED before he asks for the Issue of warMrs.
Samuel
assistH.
Winstead
and
Henry, the 8-year-old son of Butknown semi-weekly newspaper in the
rants. The federation is fighting the
Broadway Methodist Monteagle, Tenn.
at
the
ants
her Henry Kolb, of !gob Broad
United States, is making the remarkSeollyllook. Ky., May so.—A spechtirch grow in popularity with each
morning leaped on
street,
yesterday
able
PROMINENT
subscription offc• cf three Nil
SPEAKERS
HEARD
cial judge has tiot yet been appointed
Davit-Brown.
No. eft as successive entertainment, last evenyears for $t-312 eight-page papers.
Even i Lansing, Mish., May so.—The semi- the rear step of street car
to Try the Hargis feud cases.
with
church
several
was
ing
filled
the
Mis,.Lula Davis of Water Valley, The offer is good until
near Sixth
May 31, won,
if one is appointed there is no one itentinnial of the Michigan Ag- the car was starting up
being en hundred people drawn out by the Ky., and Mrs. Ail F. Brown of May- only. Tell your frienis of thitt oplad
streets,
the
Broad
and
ricultural
Colloge
were
eontintied
tohere repeesenting the prosecution. It
affair. The vocal and field, were ,married yesterday at to
delightful
time, and hopis the general impression that the at- t day with addresses on the divelop- route to school at the
musical numbers by the able talent o'clock at the residence of Rev. W. portunity to get a semi-weekly three
a block or two. At
ride
ped
on
to
Intent
of
engineering
agricultural
and
highly'and T. Bolling of the Broadway Metho- whole years for $1. If you are altemso to convict rue Hargis faction
street lie jumped off and land- helping were appreciated
be I edtication and research wen*. Proms. Willie
of the Jackson assassinations
The free- dist church, this divine officiating. ready a surbscriber, yeas- order stilL
superior
order.
a
wpre
of
head, producing concusabandoned. as 'the ffefril 'trials have : Mem speakers were Convivial/4(liter of ed ein his
to (mite The couple same here for a quiet be ac-epted now for a renewal tn beamounted
made
offering
will
blood flowed freely from
been practically an'thout results. Education Elmer E. Browne Presi- sion, while
a sum and goes to help wipe out the nuptialS, and left yesterday for Cin- gin when your present s. liscription
his skull is not fracexpires. Remember, 2 dql'ir before
Commonwealth's Maorney Waugh has dent W. E. Stone of PutduesUniveor the gashes, but
cinnati on the steamer Lee.
will get well. He vaas organ debt.
and
he
tured
sity,
and
Director
W.
H.
Jrrelani
June r pays !rt. three years.
of
wired, however, that he will be here
will
be
recitals
third
of
the
The
The groom is the popular policepicked up by Fireman Si Green and
Seid all orders ta The Rc71.1)1'e,
to pnosecitte. It is not thought, how- 'the Geneva. N Y. experimeOt stallion%
man of Mayfield.
his nearby home.
St. Louis
'
•
ever, that the case will come to trial Great preparations have been toms carried to
,
at the preeenit term of court, but that pleted fo rthe reception of President
Now Out of Danger.
Married Yesterday.
—Mr. and Mrs. C. N. Simmons of
when aespoinited, the spee4a1 judgt will Roosevett. who is to deliver MI adMiss Rosa Hammond of North
Miss Alice Coleman and Mr. Lon Fifth and Adams, Mr. and Mrs.
drese tomorrow.
I
postpone it.
Sixth street is now out of danger,
McKinney were united in marriage George Brown of O'Bryan's addition,
will recover. -Her mother, Mrs.
and
yesterday afternoon at 1154 North and Mr and Mrs. N. B. Howard, all
DEATH
IN
KISSING BABIES,
ENDS PROBLEM OF MOTION
Thirteenth street, the ceremony be- have new boys at their homes.
DECLARES SCOTCH DOCTOR Mary Hammond, gave her carbolic
medicine Wedfor
by
mistake
i
acid
performed by Rev. T. J. Owen
ing
tilacgow.
May
Chaimers,
30.—Dr.
Italian Inventor Clainss Motor Em.
of the Methodist church.
the medical officer of the lefty, Islas'con' nesday' and for a while the/daughtet:
'Captain Joseph Fisch, business
bodies the Perpetisal Principle.
The bride is a pretty girl and the manager for the river engineers in
pSetrii an elaborate investigation of i was thought to be dying, but was
'NaPtess kitty . 4o.--Coticsitterable inDr. Henry Duley.
daughter of Mr. Wiliam Coleman, this section of the country. held an
,teregt has been aroused here by a the recent 'high rate of mortality by 'saved by
while the popular groom is the son important meeting of the Cairo engispotted,
fever
and,
as
a
result,
de..lares
Giovnritri
Dario,
a
motor inveneled by
Good cigars are not all imOther Ailing People.
of Dr. McKinney.
neers last night at that city.
The emphatically that there is death in
resident of Andria, aged as.
Bruce Collins, of the McKinnie Veported.
motor is operated by compressed air kissing. He condemns the prevailing
company. was loading his
—Sheriff John Oglvie was able to
Chutch Cream Social.
afiri the young ',Iverson, makes the habit of kissing infants, which, 'its neer
wagon with lumber when the stack
Imported cigars are not all
air
says.
•c
unmistakable
of
The ladies of the congregation will be out yesterday, after lying up with
carrier
principle
the
solved
claim that he has
his
give an ice cream social tomorrow malaria since Monday.
Port/her ex- disease. None of the medical Of mon. fell over on him, badly injuring
t
}
of peep uai.
good.
right shoulder and right wrist. He
evening at Owen's chapel on West
aokehltte will/ be mg staff of the C:ty Hospital, <howAtli
pe •
ever, has contracted the diseaAe. For lives cm Bridge 'street.
Tennessee street, and invite the pubChntractor Mel Byrd is prepnrin4
made.
However, every cigar we
weeks they' have not had fewer than
lic to participate in the evening's to cteet a nice home in Clay bekeep—whether imported or doMr. W. A, Rudol, h, of the New
Too pateisints tinder their care
entertainment.
tween Ninth and Tenth.
THE CAUSE OF THE
Hope section, is in a serious congoocclatisfactiona
mestic—is
UNUSUAL CORD 1101tATHIOR
?Minn, the paralysis overcornin him
In Memory of Dorence Atwater
----Florist C. L. Brunson of BroadWlashingtou, May 30.-1feav
promoting'smoke.
Mey 3o.— inutn-i- tvtg years ago bringing bli ness
way, on opening his store yesterday
in Siberia are charged by the weatger
Wednesday, and other complca idns. •
morning, found that rats the night
Ibureatir with the responsibility for the orial gun in honor of Dorence /itwater.
who
rendered
vain
the
nation
before had eaten all but the stem of
rthilly weather which has kept porvictiBert Price. Jr., is confined at his
able services by preservinis the list
ten dozen carnations he had left sitcialy all of the northern states shiverhome in Flog South Fourth street as
durAndersonville
of.
dead
prioon
at
ting out, instead of putting them in
ing during the usually !pleasant motvth
ing The civil Wet, was dedicated here result of dislocating his right shoutthe ice box.
\Is ‘.'" tqday with interesting exercises. ?Wise. tier when he fell from a twelve foot
Umisoal winds ' chilled by die
scaffold at the house on Fourth and
—TThe directors of the Paducah
DRUGGIST
it said, have leaped Clara Barton, fottriclee o' the, Mod Elirabeth streets. He is a carpenter.
heavy
Alseater,
co-veruieer
Crose
a
nil
a
Horse
Show associnfon meet this afover nattwe's harriers, the rniountaint
waiil the guest/ of honor sted the oraternoon
to decide whether to give
nottnery.
BROADWAY
this
AND
and swept
SXTH
Mrs. T. J. Newell of Brownsville,
by
delivered
was
fall, some wanting one,
(Pay
of
the
tion
show
this
a
The weather buneau finally prom'
directors favoring dropNew Thy- Tenn., arrived last night to Visit her
other
and
of
Sheldon
Jogeolt
Judge
,
tochilly
weather
the
from,
relief
Ise%
dsughtcr, Mills Virginia Newell. •
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Turned About
'Ladd-How your Iiiend MOEN km
changed! He Used to be so eon.
municative, you know.
Greene-Isn't he yet?
"No; why he draws himself right
Into his shell, now, when you're trying
UNDERTAKERS and EMBALMERS
to question him."
"He's turned turtle, has
211-213 'iouth Third Streets.
PADUCAH KY.
Yonkers Statesman.

RUSH TOWARDS CITY

Gift of rime.
REMEDY FOR APPENDICITIS.
"One day," related the jolly hobo,
met a man on do street and I told hire Zsta-aordinarily Good Results Said
POPULATION OP RURAL NZW le he would give me 30 quail I would
to Have Been Obtained from
show him how to cat dem in 30 days."
YORK COUNTIZS DECLINE&
CollazigoL
"And did he oblige yes?" asked his
companion of the ties.
Consul General Guenther, of Freak.:
"No; he said he couldn't give me 30 fort, Germany, reports to the depart-,
No Other State in the Union Showy
quail, but he'd give me 30 days. lie ment of commerce and labor the suoSuch a Large Falling Off in
was a judge."--Chicago News.
easeful treatment of appendicitis byi
Respect
-Some
of
This
Yes, So It Will.
means of "collangoL" a silver solutioad
the Causes.
"John, you said before we were mare
seedefelse.stelett
Excusable.
Be writes:
tied that you'd give up anything fag
Jennie-Why, Cecily, you look radi"Much
has
counties
been
written
61
ol
Twenty-one of the
on the treat- me."
ant. What has happened?
ment of appendicitis, principally with
New York had fewer inhabitants by
"Yes-s, I blieve I did."
Cecily-I've just received an invita- reference
to the question whether, in a
the census of 1900 than they had by
"Then give me some money for
tion to a wedding.
Capital stock
S100,000.
given
case,
an operation must be perthe census of 1890. These counties,
bonnet."
"Well, that's nothing to go into rap- formed
to save the life of the patient.
which include one-half of the area ol
Surplus
$34,000
"But a bonnet it,, not you."
tures over."
It would doubtless be a great boon Ifs
the state, showed a falling off in ten
"No; but it will become mo."-Hous.
"Ah,
happens
but
this
to
be
my
remedy could be found to make an opyears ranging from a few hundreds ol
ton Post.
attentiOn given
eration unnecessary. Such a remedy, it
Inhabitants in Some small counties, to own."--Gassell's.
Ii
alleged,
the
thousands
of
several
has been found under the
in some
Avoiding Trouble.
Makes Things Rise.
Larger ones.
Nephew-Why, uncle, what are you name of 'collangol.' Collangol is a form "A sleeping powder makes you go td
-'0BERT§ON.
N. W. VAN CULIN, Cashier.
of pure silver soluble in water. ChemEssex county, in northern New York, doing?
sleep,••
Said
pow'waking
Jones,
"but
Is
ttere
any
ical manipulations for rendering silver,
for Instance, declined from 33,000 to
Uncle-Tearing up my will.
der?'"
30,700 in the ten years. Wayne counNephew-What are you doing that quick silver and some other metals sol- "Oh, yes," said Mrs. Janes: "If you would
uble in water were discovered within
ty, in western New York, famous for for?
rise,
Both Phenea, No, 89o.
apples and mint, declined from 49;100
Uncle-So my fool heirs won't get the last few years. The antiseptic prop- There's nothing noes the thing Ube bak•
Ing
powder"
to 48,600.
erty
111.1.111.1.
of
silver
has
long
been
known,
as,
a chance to break it.-Chicago News.
for instance, in the form of lunar caus- -Cleveland Leader.
By many persons this deaths' in
population was attributed to the contic, which has also been administered
The Greatest Birthright.
PERHAPS NOT.
tinuance between 1893 and 1897 of a Some men are born to rule
Internally. It's use, however, has been
And
born
some
to
serve,
are
period of industrial hard flutes, the
very limited. Based upon this knowlthe ones who get the cream of things edeg
general effect of which Is to diminish But
successful experiments have been
Are not the toilers or the kingspopulation in rural or semi-rural dismade by some noted physicians through
They're the lucky ones witai nerve.
tricta. In such times, the demand for -Chicago Record-Herald.•
the use of the soluble, non-irritating
employment being decreased and the
and non-poisonous silver in suppurative
NEEDED WINDING.
provision for public relief in farming
diseases, as, for instance, In the dreaded
counties being small, the larger cities
puerperal fever and other suppurative
ere sought by needy persons, and these
fevers.
conditions s!re reflected in the ensuing
"Dr. Moosbrugger, of Leutkirch, has
censuie
now used collangol It appendicitis, as
The years between 1900 and 1905
well internally and externally.
This
ki having been marked by prosperity and
treatment, according to his statement
abundance throughout the state, it
In the last number of the Munich Medwas supposed that the decline in pop
ical Weekly Review, has yielded exulstion in interior counties would
traordinarily good results. Within two
cease, that some of the former loss
or three days after treatment a decided
would be regained and that, perhaps,
Improvement was noticeable in IncipiImproved conditions would be reflected
ent cases. Is cases where an inflammain the *einem; figures of this year.
tion of the peritoneum had already
which show the entire population ol
taken place, a cure was, however, very
Iltodern Home Plumbing.
New York to be more than 8,000,000,
slow-often only after weeks of treatan increase of 11 per cent, compared
ment both internally and externally.
All of our plumbing conwith the census of five years ago.
Excepting two with very severe cases
Instead of this, however, the recent
tracts are executed by the test
out of the 72 which came under his obMiggs-No, Miss Grace, I Saguie yoll
I,y completed state census shows that
servation and treatment all were cured
skilled mechanics, under our personal r.iphave never indulged in flirtation.
21 of the 61 counties have fewer inwithout any surgical operation.
He
Miss Grace-Oh, perhaps you nevail
ervision, and no detail, no matter how
tiabitants than they had five years
claims that this treatment Is very much
received any encouragement.
ago. Some of those which show the
unimportant it may seem, escapes ot:r cmsuperior to any other, and that he is
largest decrease in live years are
Miss Bubbubs-All the flowers in. the fastilled in stating that every case of
We use the famous -str:e.r
tion,
Stronger.
Chomung, which includes the city al garden are in bloom now, except the appendicitis,
if early diagnosed, be if
Teacher-Joh
nny,
for
-what
is
SwitzPorcelain Enameled Plumbing I ..... •s.
Elmira, heretofore one of the largest four-o'clocks.
aver so acute and malignant, can be
manufacturing towns in the souther:
Mr. Wise-Maybe you forgot to wind ourod with collangol without resorting erland famous?
which are the best made. By 'piaci- 3
Scholar-Why-Wm-Swiss gamma
tier, and Steuben, one of the most fer them up.7C1ncinrrati Enquirer.
10 tbe
your work with us, you are attired orfse
Teacher
-Oh, something
wander,
tile of the farming counties in the
"Is view of the otkarwise favorable more
impressive,
more
tremendous.
best
material and wcrkinamatup
mime region. The falling off in Chet
Just Soeaux.
ezporlesons with this remedy it is very
Scholar
Limburger? - Cleveland
mung in five years was 2,458, and it A pretty young maid from Bordeaux
us
quote you Ficcs. _
Let
probable that his opinion will prove cord
Was walking along with her beaux.
Leader.
!Reuben 1,007.
rod.. But after all it will esquire •gread
When asked If she'd wed
Some of the counties of the state
She timidly said:
Both Phones, No tot.
deal of very critical observation Wore
Not His Custom,
which do not show a decline in eye "If you can come up with the doeux"
It will be safe to dispense with a timely
South Fourth St.
:se
The Old Timer was handing out se
leers show at least very little gala -Judge.
operation, which is capable of saving vice.
lene of these is Dutchess, which In
many lives. The published statements
An Adaptation.
"Never marry a widow," said he.
eludes the city of Poughkeepsie, ant
"Let me see," said the forgetful man. of Dr. Moosbrugger are not explicit
"I never do," said the cheerful chap
which is one of the best known of the
enough as to the history of the CAMS to from St. Louis. "That Is,
seldom Or
dairy and farming counties of tie "what's the rest of that saying about
make a real criticism possible. At all eever."-Chicago Sen.
'Too
many
cooks?'
"
state. Five years ago the populatioi
"Well," replied the risen who had events, his statements deserve careful
was 81,670; this year it is 81,S39-e
lita write for
ir
t
s
i
SISTO
Incorrigible.
lust
returned from Paris, " 'too many attention. On the other hand, it cannot
gain of 19 persons.
yet
be
stated
how
long
sic
!lilt
the
cure
will
Mater
last.
-And
what
did
that
dreadful
Cook's
spoil
the
enjoyment
of other
Delaware county, the chief distine
BALOW any other sisenfactsret er dealer in tbe woehL
Light cases of appendicitis can be boy say when you threatened to eat
tion of which is that it includes mon tourists.' "-Philadelphia Press.
healed for a time, as is well known; the him off with a shilling?
DO
erehibition territory than any °the)
Of assial
ltalrsam til mehaoil
question, however, is fOr how long.
,eteivet
leg eser
Free
The Cheerful Borroerer.
Pater-Oh, the young blackguard
county in New York, hie: increased
Irtuther experiments will be awaited asked me if I couldn't make it 18 penes,
Jaspar-Say,
chap,
can
old
you
lend
et/
stZtts
latest
Seem
or
remarkable
tram 4G.415 to 46,788 only during five
with great interest, says the Didas- cash down?
,
me tan?
y ears of enormous state growth.
ter=
's
Jumpsppe-'That! Are you broke tuella."
ea AIRIVIIMIL 'whew,a awa **ma,Pay the Irreigbi asill,
Among other counties whin have
Irow
arrDniy• Free Thud and mak* other liberal terms whkh no oche(
Necessity.
lost In population in the last five yean again?
house hi the world will do. You will leers everythiag and get much ware
Nodd--Why did you have your teleJaspar-t s an. This is the eami WHAT LEGAL TERMS MEAN.
able informatiou by simply writing u.. postal
are ()teems famed for hops; Oswego
phone changed from a direct wire to a
We 'wed • Mir Amore every town mid cam offer as opportalti
noted for starch and starch works, old flacteies -Town Tolle..
to make money to suitable yoga( mea who apply at owe.
Relics of the Time When Legal Terms party line?
Clinton, which includes the city co
Had a SignifIcance Not
A Great Light.
Tom-My
wife complained
she
Platteburg; Schoharie; Cayuga, while)
1:erepless Holmes-Dis here melee&
Known
Now.
eauldn't
bear
a
thing
the
neighbors
Includes the city of Ithaca; Greene
cs; ‘dat soap is good for moskeeter
said.-Life. •
which includes the city of Catske:
*8.50.
pair.
To most persons the phrase "This in
bee s.
Hamilton In the Adirondacks, FleeTo hstrocksoo
Petered Pete-Say, I been a-wonder- denture witnesseth" is as much Grec.
A Head-Of Collision,
Wen
and Madison counties In the Inteetor
W. will Soil
Mike--So Cassidy was killed In a
in' all me life wot dat stuff was good as the common phrase "Witness my
Too
and Wayne, which increases its agri
hand and seat" Yet seth are relics of railroad erreck-'was it a head-on coleepri-Cleveland Leader.
Orti
T u:Ail
cultural products every year, but con
the time when these legal forms car- halos!
(CASH WITH 050511 114.1111) ••••
Limier to lose steadily in population.
ried with them a significance not obJust the Thing.
Pat-No, begobe-his heed was off
NO NOR! TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
Nd other state of the country has a
Result of is years experience in tire.
"I wish I had a good title for my taining at present
when they found him, 01 belaveilarge a proportion of counties whit'
Legal documents were once en- Life.
making. No &moor from THORNS,CACnew book."
e.e falling behind in population a.
TVS. PINS, NAILS, TACKS or GLASS.
grossed upon parchment because paper
"-What's it. about?"
lhisik
wieoro
imr
se
orier
s.-11""
New York, that Is, ,none of the target
Serious punctures, like intentional kola cob,'eau
sea .1)."-siode Ass strip -lir/
"The world's moat famous battler:* oast so much more than dressed skin.
No Help for It.
provost rim outorme.....
states.
be
valcanbed
The explanation of these
other
like
tire.
any
sea
-moultsmo..
"Then why not call it 'Scraps of His- The parchment was seldom trimmed
The Clergyman-Do you mean ta
Toe Nomire1 Tboolowl pairs am lolid No. Over
changes Is found probably in the enor"P. willa "1".""
FT WLSOMO
exactly and the top was scalloped with say that your wife goes to church
tory?'"-Chicago Sun.
Sweaty-6o TIMM. poke sold hal yew.
rAiraziairci.
mous increase in manufacturing inter
the knife, hence the term "this Indent. every Sunday withent you?
apimpries.
Sled.is ell alma ftis lively awl easy riding, very durable sad Used feeble%i
oat&
urs." Even where the lawyers have
with•special tity of rubber, which never becomes porom sad whirl'clams up medl pnactaros
"Well, it isn't my fault I can't per
Getting Local Color.
In flys years Schenectady
has
"SomeSody told me your son was en- departed from the custom, still obtain- Mato her to stay at home."- Life.
iha
with
treis
osali;btes
r ittee
e asm:ebigadr"litir..
wilig
eicalse
hevTe
psas. Wer
twioe
ercomaime
is:whole
kuen
all sectisa.
igniLliaTli
semos
tia"d
ey igh
priserim
r aatolmare
tiwai tuseriair:
'impost from 46,000 to 71.000 popula
thel
gaged in literary work, Mrs. Jobiotts," ing,in England, of using parchment for
es orftspy tire, the poocture rest
Utiles being ewe by sewrel layers
this, arliez i
tion, Rockland from 38.000 to 45,000
prepared
Went
Miele
IS
Mack"
the
tread.
seseatioe
Pest.
Thee
oseireeaty felt whew Mktg on
their legal forms the phrase has been
said the friend.
le evereesee ay the graWeave- treed which prevents eli ilk flue77
er soft
Niagara from 74,000 to 84,000, anti
being':
Cuatemer-Look here, this bicycle I
hus
"I guess you might call It that. He retained.
liat between dm tire
The
Westchester from 184.000 to 228,000.
per
here
pair.
only
three
bought
bet
ter
weeks
ago
has
in
the
same
way the signature of
Is taking the names for the new city
g4. per pair. en
di
dentterla"
We a470.D.on appalvid I
laZ
a
i selai
In 16 years the population of New
"hand and seal" la a relic of those old- all gone to pieces.
directory."-Judge.
TrjaeJr=raea
dalast 4h:7
aad Woad than
ly ea rapreasated.
York has Increased 21 per cent., yet
Dealer-Yes, sir. You remember I
perseat
ladling the price 114.116 per pair) if you
en times when only clerks and the
CASH WITH 05.555 eadgooiest this
*ma owe
one-third of the counties have fewei
clergy could wield the pea It was the warranted it to go fast.-Tit-Bits.
Recognise This One?
pistil Wass hand pump and two
metal puisetalti
on
W 11
161
paid
i "Pal
mier.(these
inhabitants than they had 13 yeare
puncture closers to be used isl sea of istentional bulk MOW heavy gashes). Tires to be
"Let me learn from your eyes what custom for the contracting parties to
at OUR swamies if for any teams they are lot setialadsep as
What's in a Name?
ago.
my fate is tb be," sang the poet, "let lay their hands upon the document in
We ate perfectly reliable and money seat to ea is as MI MI 13
:
,st
baalt. ask year
-You
Eugenie
our
must
Social
join
Miter of Oda pose
Banbee,1rms or Freight Ator the M
se. If you carder•
token of their good faith and there rethem teach the secrets-"
•
these
thus,
yes
ride
will
Sea
will
that
eseterislislw. wow teetsee.1:
leaget
repaim
as4 as.
pa .sol
History
club.
Squelched.
"Thank you," interrupted the lady, =load a smudge. As these original
deer Ikea airy tire you Wive ever used or sees at any
. We know that you will be se well
Anne-Why, what do you do?
that whets yes west a bier!,you w(11 eve us your
. We Waist you to seed us a anon
Many • trees eler, who nes looked "they have pupils enough now."- thumb marks were not easily idedtigeed at awe, kenos this remarUhie tire offer.
Bugenie-Play bridge for lovely
forward to a railroad journey as a Cleveland Leader.
fled, the gentry added their seal/ for
argraraiwIMAKIES, everyta
b421"I
Arteall4
hetuleyele
allana4
season when he need not talk, will
Itsie
.
:reitil d by east UN Mamma
the purpose of further establishing the prizes.-Town Topics.
Charged by dealers and repair men. Write for oar big 111/111D1R1 catalogue.
sympathize wi'h this just triumph revalidity of the document. It may not
apo Apari
,
Sounded That Way.
bat write use posited tolhrip% IN) NOT alarm ow aarvoro•
Difference in Time and Place.
bicycle or a pair of tires from *stymie until you keeperito
corded in the London Globe.
"If I were you I shouldn't always ex- be generally known that a seal is still
Chicagean-You renlember that last
werellerhil offers we are making, It eoly costs•postal to Mara merythiag. Write
lie wanted t read, but the man op- plain to people that I composed that required in law, though the need for
sulekstep you composed?
posite would 1 ,:ralst In trying to talk song myself."
It passed with the spread of education,
Philadelphia Composer-Perfect]y.
as ins train moved swiftly along
and the bit of red paper affixed by the
"Why,do you think It's conceited?"
"They're using It in Chicago for a
After several brief replies the student
"No-It's superfluous," - Cleveland lawyer Is as necessary as the signa- funeral march."-r-Life.
began to grow tired. "The grass Is very Leader.
ture to certain documents.
green. Isn't It?' said the would-be con•court of law is a reminiscener of
PurVy a Question of Advertising.
versationalist, plsasantly.
His Share in the Gaiety.
the time when justice sat in the bpen
Ferdt Stagedoor-Wevill you--aw-"Yes," said the student. "Such a
"Do you think you will pay much at- court yard, and the "dock" is from a marry me, Miss Footlights?
change from the blue and red gram tention to social matters this season?" German word meaning a receptacle,
Dolly Footlights-Oh, this is so such
we've been ha fine lately!"
"No," answered Mr. .Zumrox. "I while, while the "bar" Is•Welsh word den: but you may speak to my advance
In the ellen e that followed be bee won't pay attention. I'll simply pay moaning a branch,..of a tree used to agent.-Town Topics.
separate the lord, of justice from their
bills."-Washington Star.
gen another chapter.
K
PADUC
130 S. THIRD STREET:
Army Talk,
WallOrtia.
Too Easy.
"Have you heard how Capt links
The entire phraseology of the bench
I he Chugs.
"What makes the street cars so Is reminiscent of the earlier days, but, disgraced himself?"
"loofa," sake 1 Mrs. Chugwater, "hoe
crowded to-night?"
"No. What'd he do?"
having been proven proper, has been
dopey work these voting machines?"
"The pastengers. Give me a harder retained.
"Went and married a civilian., that's
"They use one of the cranks that
Plain Dealer,
what."--Cbicsao Sun.
are always hanging around the polling one."---Cleveland
His Profminion.
place," explain-el Mr. Chugwater, with
INCINES, BOWS AND PUMPS
"What do you do for a living? What
Scattered Soma
Would Need Identification.
Some irritatien
Chicago Tribune.
"Was he calm and collected whea
Woman-If you'll wash your face I'll Is your trade or profession?" asked the
badge of the prisoner.
Structural Iron for buildings; Machinery and Boilers Regive you a meal.
the boiler explosion occurred?"
Seemed to bow.
"I am, your honor, a pharniaccocaTratnp-Bst how'll yen know It's me
"Well, he was calm, all right, but
paired; Mill and Steamboat Supplies; Heavy Steam Hammer
"What," inked the
tv.c.ft ;re,
tagraphologist."
His honor threat- they never did get him collected."-when I git It washed?-.Tudge.
lessor, "are the erinelpal by-proetwas
Forgings; New Work Our Specialty; Second Hand Machinery
ened to fine him for contempt of court, Cleveland Leader.
Pt the steel industryt"
Wore 'Y'Sm Ont.
but he proved that the word was ale
Bought and Sold. Agents for Machinery and Gas Engines,
"Carnegie libraries," promptly anAbsolute,
Ma Twaddles (to a caller)-My hus- right, meaning a writer of prescripMeted tha student from an interior band is so bard on trousers.
Autocrat
Is
'The
"Who
of
the
BreakHons.-Philadelphia Press.
Works Salesroom and Office Viral and Kentucky avenue. /
amass,--Chlesgo Daily News.
fast Table?'"
Tommy Twaddlea (ruefully)-Yee-Not Square.
"Our hired girl."--Clirreland Leader,
on minel--Cleeeland Leader.
JACKSON FOUNDRY Alb MACHINE CO..
Manband's I leesom pen ne.
•
"Hows do we know the world Is
•
A
Cipher.
The Comanche Inafans have a law thill4
read?"
Reputation.
asked
the
school
teaehor
His
••••••10••••••••
711 Vanderpuil one of the 400?"
If at- -'k runs away elth 'mother's equals_ _ Bauon-That lawyer
t tell the "Because we know it isn't square"
"Yes; one of its two elphors."•-• 4111111.11/111101EIMENSIrterenr."4.....!temp-'
led is
ve
• • •-e-sly r^elteet ,tee tee ese lesd st:
fenth I( it; •
1011.
100
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Se Cosemasest.
Iss Vaanthorised Oat
Mrs. Sububbs—I was cleaning mit
yetigndi—I understand that the pc
silver on Sunday when Mrs. Strattlace
Boomtown arir anxious to have yaig
called on her way home from church.
take charge of tileir new church?
Fortunately, though, she didn't find
Popular Preacher—Y-e-s, there has
it out,
been some talk about it, but I'm not goMrs. Naybor—She's very strict about
ing.
the Sabbath, isn't she?
'Don't you think the Lord is calling
Mrs. Sububbs—Yes. She apologized
you to this new field?"
for calling upon me on that day, but
"Oh, no. If He-were, He would put it
she- thought she just ought to tell me FRATERNITY
BUILDING TELE- la their hearts to offer me a bigger salthat scandalous story about Mrs. GidarY."—N. Y. Weekly.
PHONES 835.
day.—Philadelphia Press.
Clergyman's Luck.
From the French.
Jukes—Who was the best man at
Dramatist—It's the .first perform.
$300, new house, Vaughans addi- the wedding?
ance of my play to-night; I feel $o
tion Mechanicsburg, near big Mills;
Jenkins—Well, I'm not sure. The
Jolly nervous.
Dramatic Adapter—Do you? I never 40 ft. lot rents for $6o per year or 20 bride's father got all the bills to pay,
per cent gross on the investment the bridegroom had to buy diamond
feel nervous about mine.
anyone
with $300 to invest would.do broe-lin t,.,r the bridesmaids, the
Dramatiet—Ah, but you have an ad:IA to give handsome presents;
well
to
take this.
or-- me.
urgin my word, I think the best man
Alia:ter—What's that?
was thp (:ergyman—he was the only,.
Dram:0'4
v, all your plays $600, twenty west end lots Sopth of
made anything out of it—TitNorton street and between 26th and Jr.e
have bee.ii- n).
before.
29th streets, some lots irregular shape Bits.
Pleasantries.
and some low, brook runs through
His First Intimation.
He (six weeks after the honey- corner about four acres, all for $6o0,
CAIRO, ILLINOIS. "How did you find out that you could
moon)—I suppose you think you were $200 cash balance t and 2 years, make
Thursday, May 3oth.. Special
a fool when you stood up and married some one a good home place with draw?" inquired the admirer of the celebrated illustrator.
me?
excursion train leaves Paducah at
garden.
"By. the marks I received in school
She—Well,
I
was
the
next
toe
thing
re$1.00;
m.—round
trip
gmo a.
ter the excellence and fidelity of my
fool!
$5oo, we have a Ford Automobile
turning, leave Cairo io:oo p. m.,
He—That's true, or I wouldn't have that would exchange for realestate, work," replied the eminent oue. "My
gvnrk was a caricature of my beloved
earns date.
been there—Yonkers Statesman.
Foreman Bros. electricians can tell teacher an
the blackboard and the manta
you all about this machine; we would c, me from the
Just Half Way.
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.
teacher's cane."—Cleve"You will understand," said the edi- a bargain, all cash price.
:cod Plain Dealer.
Special
Round trip $t6.80.
tor of the new semihumorous publica310 Broadway
tion, "that we don't wish our writers $2,000, two story, 6-room house on
NOT TOOT HIS IDEA.
about
Paducah
leave
train will
to be either too funny or too serious the easy monthly payment plan, $100
carrying
28th,
May
cash balance $15 per month,6 per cent
We just wish • happy medium."
rrugh sleepers to Richmond,
"I understand," chuckled the h.t- ioterest, west end 28th street, between
U U U tl 22 IS it ft 22 U U Uzziznzum
foon scribe; "you want them to be ha.! Jackson street and Watt's Boulevard
account Confederate Reunion.
a
wes
6o
ft.
lot.
side
street,
of
26th
witty."—Chicago Daily News.
SI
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY.
Face, Hughes Park. Good home buySI
Her Aim.
ing opportunity for some one wanting
Account Spring meeting Jockey
U
"We can get you the divorce quickly good home on easy payments just out
and without notoriety."
U
side the city
Club, $6.95 roundtrip, May 6th,
"But I don't want it that way; I
U
returning May 7th; 8.95 round
want to have to pet up a fight for it $250, easy payment lots on the North
U
trip May 4th, good returning
and get it after a protracted scuffle side addition jtist west of Oak Grove,
June 9th; May 5-1z-184a-25 and
through the newspapers."
$10 cash, balance $r per month. Good
U
"Oh, you're going on the stage, eh!" way to save money whether you need
U
sg, June 1-5 and 8th, limit two
—Houston Poet.
U
a lot or not. Corner lots, $300 each.
days.
U
No interest if payment made when
His Fatal Error.
due .
U
JAMESTOWN, VIRGINIA.
"You say Rev. Mr. Newman was a
•
U
failure at your church?"
April 19th to November 3oth-15
lo farm on the monthly payment
"Yes; he made the mistake of at- pt..n, so acres of creek and hill land,
U
days-833.75. Coach excursions
tempting to bring the congregation out of the Koerner Tennessee river
53
Into
harmony
with
his
ides.,
instead
on special dates--S:8.00 every
22 t: 22 :2 22 t: it 22 22 :2
farm in Marshall county, about four
u t: :2
of bringing his ideas into harmony
miles below Birmingham, Ky. No
Tuesday. limit so days.
with the congregation."—Philadelphia
river front. No buildings. No clearPress.
He—It will have to be love In a cot.
ed land timber alone will be worth
tage.
time
the
the
whole
the
amount
by
A Differenoe.
She—Ohl Charles, a cottage at New"She is exceedingly well read," said laud is paid for Buy this and have portT—Philidelphia Press.
you
are
when
the
farm
you
ready
for
the admiring young woman.
"Indeed?" I•ejoined Nies Cayenne. ready for it.
Another Elopement
"Yea. She reads all the new books
There was a maid in our tows,
two-room
Mechanicsburg
new
$400
She
was a cash,er In a store:
U fast as they are published."
Mill
Away she ran with all the cash,
"That means she is abundantly read, house near Yeiser avenue and
Agent City Ticket Office.
FIRE.
LIFE,
As cashiers have done befo.w.
but not well read."—Washington Star street 40 ft. lot, well, $5o cash balance
But never for a moment did
ACCIDENT,
HEALTH,
Fifth and Broadway.
$6.00 per month 6 per cent interest.
This maiden think 'twas wrong)
PLATE GLASS
BONDS,
Hunt Be Humiliating.
House rents for $500 per month Buy
For when she with the coin eloped
LIABILITY,
STEAM BOILER.
She took the boss along.
Beesto—It's quite a come down fos it and tenant will nearly pay for it
--Ctde&go New&
MARINE.
him.
for you.
rt-t.l• •
Tessie—What do you mean?
Woes
of
a
Social
Lion.
Agent Union Depot.
$600 Seven Mechanicsburg 40 ft.
Bessie—When he is at home he be
"Why wasn't Bluffer at the ball?"
lots, $5o cash and $to per month buys
• louts to the upper ten, but here at col. all
"Couldn't get his evening clothes."
of
accepting
by
them.
You
can
lege he is on the second eleven.—Towe
"Didn't
the tailor send them in
this proposition be buying seven lots
Topics.
for only $to per month. No trouble time?"
"No, the trouble was that the cloth
to save up $10 per month and own
Odd, Indeed.
tag store tnan had rented 'em to anthese lots.
Attorney-at-Law.
"He's an odd fish."
other fellow."—C:cve.:_rd Leader.
"Is, eh?"
Room 5, Columbia Building. "He
alley
north
$t000
to
Lot
Boats,
ft.
is, for a fact. I don't suppose
To Be Exact.
that fellow ever bought a share IA side of Trimble street, between 9th
PADUCAH, KY.
"What's the matter with MeSostir
and
neighborToth.
Half
cash.
Goad
worthless mining stock
his Me."...
"He fell down and broke the viaauel
hood Brick walk car line.
Old Phone 1992.
Chicago Journal.
of his nose."
"You mean the bridge?"
Savo Acre
of ground between
Could Stand Pat.
d""WIIMMINIM
"Well, I think viaduct is the better
"I can't understand why they called Hinkleville road and Jefferson street.
Half cash.
word. No water ever passes under it,
VIII. 'BIAS King Hal'"
DR. ADRIAN ROYER, Hoary
you know."—Cleveland Leader.
"Well, why not?"
$9coo Five acres level land covogad
"A
man
with
six
queens
doesal
Office, 112 1-2 South Fifth. need
with trees on Hinkleville road just
Sick of His Barg:gin.
to bluff."—Cleveland Leader.
She—Ile had a long sickness, you
East of C. C. Lee's country home
Old Phone, Office, 175.
One-third cash. In three years a lot say?
For the Convenience of our patrons and the citizens of _Padecak, wo
The Line.
He—Yes, and has since married the have placed copies of the directories of the cities named below in the mars
out of this land will be worth as much
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
Mary had a little waist
nurse.
Where waists were meant to grow. rs an acre now.
ing Register office at 523 Broadway, where the public is invited to call
"What is the result"
And everywhere the fashions went
ities named.
when desiring the address of any resident cf t
Her waist was sure to go.
$1,250 20 acres, house, land, nearly
"Oh, he's sicker sow *than he was
DR. W. 0. EUBANKS,
—14 T. Sun.
all cleared. Olivet church road, five beforel"—Yonkers Statesman.
miles from Paducah. Cheap at the
(Homeopathist.)
A PRECAUTION.
A Companion.
price. All cash. No discount.
Office 306 Broadway, Phone 120.
"He.reminds me of e postage stamp
$7,400 123 acres close to Paducah. that you've carried in your norke: too
Residence, ilto Broadway, Phone tag
ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPULATION
OF THE
UNITED
Handsome profit be made by cutting long."
STATES.
this Ian() up in small tracts of from
"As howe'
one acre up. One third cash. Will
C. MANNING SEARS, M. D.
"He's so badly stuck on hthasrlf tlylt
:List of Directories on File
bear the closest investigation. Near be isn't -worth two cents, for any pracOffice 1707 Meyers Street
1 Benton road.
Leader.
use."—Clevilgind
tical
ALLEi•nENY CITY, PA.
MANITOU, COLO.
P.TI ANTA, GA.
MEMPHIS. TENN.
Telephone 377.
$85o Jefferson street Tot. North side
Sure Sign.
MILWAUKEE,
MD.
BALTIMORE,
WIS.
streets.
443
ft.
between 13th and 14th
Paducah, : :
Kentucky.
wonder if BlIggins will make the BOSTON. MASS.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN,
Only lot at the price on Jefferson race for sheriff again?"
•
NASHVILEE, TENN.
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
street, east of Fountain avenue.
"He's been telling everybody thal to BRONX, N. Y.
1AUGATUCK, CONN.
A. S. DABNEY, DENTIST,
the oMce is a person:al saur
NEWARK, N. J.
$350 Mayfield road, 40 ft. lots, bold
BROOKLYN, N.Y.
just west of Metzer addition. Five for him."
NEW ALBANY, IND.
BUFFALO, N. Y.
Trueheart Building.
"That settles It. He's in the ile'at
lots. , to minutes front I. C. shops
NEW HAVEN, CONN.
CHATTANOOGA,
TINN.
keeps."—Chleaso San.
Telephone 511-R.
and new car liner $25 cash, balance for
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
CINCINNATI, 0.
a
same
ad&tion,
Lots
in
month,
$10
per
NEWPORT, KY.
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
CHICAGO. ILL.
Frank.
from
a little off the Mayfield road,
NEW YORK CITY.
"Do you ever accept retainers from CLEVELAND, 0.
$150 to $250 each.
NORWICH, COHN.
COLUMBUS, 0.
railroads or other corporal bus?"
VERNON BLYTHE, M. D.,
PADUCAH, KY,
COLORADO CITY, COLO.
$400 Harrison street, 40x160 ft. luired the fritligd.
PA.
Smooth
COLO.
PHILADELPHIA,
Senator
replied
COLORADO
SPRINGS,
yes,"
"Wall
and
side,
between
13th
lots,
North
Office 525 1-2 Broadway.
:Igeon—I just joined the WWI
RICHMOND, IND.
$S per guy, "and occasionally, when the 'sae :.'0VINGTON,
cash,
balance
14th.
.
$50
Plaines: Office 870; Res. 272. Worry club.
t
RICHMOND, VA.
month. Good "Colored settlement or warrants, I even demand them."—Cige oliv-rdm, 0.
Higeon—Why?
SALT
LAKE
slim
CITY,
casco
U
V
ER,
COLO.
TAK
's)r,ii
houses."
PADUCAL-.KIL.•
. •.
Jigeon—Oolog to be married next place for rentinf
7
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
oh..TRO
IT,
MICH.
4. wook.-431lleago Sun.
Nothing to Oome Between Thum
$rso Rowlandtown, 50 ft. lots, $10
ST. PAUL MINN.
RICT OF COLUMBIA.
"Somehow." c•oed she. "we Breit DULUTH, MINN.
cash, balance $5 per month, some at
ST. LOUIS, WO.
R. T. LIGTSTIPOOT,
Reim for Doubt.
nearer to-night than we ever have beSOUTHPORT, CONN.
AIRFIELD, CONN,
"How en you know she makes splen
fore."
SPRINGFIKLD,
1„, Lawyer.
DIANA VOLTS. IND.
did biseuitsr.
sough$4,5oo Jefferson street,
"Yes." replied be. "I should ttse
STRATFCrliD. CONN.
Will practice in all courts of "fibs boasts of 'en."
east corner of 15th street. Lot 603(173 shaved my mustache a year ago.-- :.:FFERSONvii.14,
SUPERIOR CITY, MUM
KANSAS OM KA.S.
'Yee; but her husband doesn't.— Most desirable place to build double Houston Post.
Kentucky.
TOLEDO,0.
a::0XV ILLS. TENN.
Houston Post.
or apartment house. Fine 4 room
UTICA, N. Y.
.JS A N t.1F.LES, CAL.
modern house built in the rear of the
No Preference.
WATERBURY, CONN.
Educated.
filsv!ILE, EY.
lot. House, storm shutered. 'Floor
"What do you consider the most
"You say her daughters' are Mehl) in atic. Instantaneous heater in
YONKERS. 14. Y.
•
HAtTAN,
N.
Y.
• Farley, M. D. C.
year?"
the
to
ant month
.:)-11iSTER. VA.
R. F. Fisher, M. D. C. educated?"
bath. Half cash buys this place.
"I haven't any preference." rt/i
"They have been taught to say •, his
es
zgetogoi
01,1ES OF PADUCAH DIRECTOPY FOR
PARLEY & FISHESR.
discontented man. "Bills eOrne due In all
SALt
isnalty Surgeons and Dentist*. ts so sudden' in every modern. Ian- $1,7oo Harahan boulevard, so ft. lot of them jest about the Sittile."----Wasb•
Northwest corner of Monroe. Fine iggton Star.
re attp Hospital, 429 South Third guage."—Judge.
lot on which to build- desirable home.
St., Paducah, Ky.
He Had.
Sewer, sidewalks, concrete street.
Hew It Was Done.
d Phone 1345. New phone 35r. "Did you ever do
anything phiiign. Half cash.
I understand you to say your
"Did
Residence, old phone 180.
thropic?"
was robbed by dayligh`.?" asked
"Sure, I done the ol' geezer dat runs $500 Broadway, 50 ft. lot, North side loose
detective.
the
V
de aid society outen de pries of as between 25th and 26 th streets. Onee
"No," &lowered the victim. "It was
overcoat."
fourth cash.
skylight."--Clgicago
Neves.
robbed
by
drj ‘‘, . JONES
Re Had.
TN •
$1100 Fountain avenue lot, NorthThat's What He Did.
High-Grade 401.,
Knielter—Have you ever been at the west corner of Lang Park. Is a most
"What la the world do you do with all
—
'telephone in A storm?
desirable lot on which to build home. your inencrii my son?"
fano, and OrgAns
Boeker—Um—yes. My ides saw Lang Park will soon be_very attrac"/
dad r7YoRkergiStat••• .011111111
622 Broadway
1Milaliw,...Register,!
4.Ve. QA-44111 ;Ash2114114 3
. L.•
Vow Awe
Midassiga
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THE FOLLOWTNG REDICED RATES_ ARE
ANNOUNCED

Don't Spend Hit .
Tour earning()
Put some aside for possible sickness or
misfortune. The man Or woman who has
a little money saved is the one who is
in a position to open the door when opportunity knocks. We welcome small
accounts. Start one today.

WE PAY 4 PER CENT.
MECHANIC'S
FARMER'S
SAVINGS BANK

K. CO U LSON,

...PLUMBING.
Steam and Hot Water ileatIng
Phonc 133.

220 N. Third

FOR FURTHER PAW
TICULARS APPLY TO

Abram L Well & Co

J. T. Donovan,

INSURANCE AGENCY

R. ,M. Prather

Office Phone 369:

ALBEN W. BARKLEY,

canal_

Both Residence: 72f
BUILDINF

Caron Directory Company

Of Louisville, Kentucky
Branch Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE

TEE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS

PRIcE $4..,
CARON DIRECTORY COMPANY
Register Office, 523 Broadway
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Judge Fleming Gordon of Maidisore
4
vitle was in the city yesterday.
'Miss Theresa Theuring of St. Louis
has arrived in the city where she '
MR.
MANY TOOK A SHOT AT
was called by the serious illness, of
NIGER EARLY THIS
her father, Mr. Christian, Theuring of
MORNING.
1310 South Ninth street.
liAM BY HI-BALLS.
Mrs. A. B. Sowell and daughter,
Are now dispensed at bicMiss Carlyne, have returned' from
Fountain,
Phersons Soda
Officer Wallace Improving at Cairo visiting in Marfreesboro, Tenn.
sole agent for the celebratWith Injured Leg—Around the
M1r.• W. W. Gibson has returned
Hall.
ed Dawson Water. Natural
from visiting in Benton.
Mrs. James Shearer of Calley City,
conceritrated and cairbonatInd., has gone home after visiting
ed. Try a Hi-Ball before
Hamby of Caldwell
breakfast.
If a negro chicken thief did nou get Mrs. H. A.
street.
.hot early this morning he surely
Miss Lizzie Hoop will return dext
smelled the smoke, as four bullets
from Redlands, Cal., Where she
week
scream
were sent after him, but no
living.
been
has
he
if
and
injury,
indicating
was heard
Mann, the drummer, is
Jack
Mr.
by
did yell the sound was drowned
Louis.
St.
from
DRUG STORE
the loud squawks of the fowl he had here
MTS. Fred Greutzer and niece, Mrs.
in -his hand.
WE'RE A UNION ST ORE TO THE CORE. OUR
.T•H oc
1
#
are in Metropolis visiting
CLOTHING IS MADE FOR US BY
Mr. Charles Riddle, the taior, was Thomas,
Whitman.
C.
WELL
PAID
C.
AND
Mrs.
and
Mr.
resihis
SKILLED
at
UNION
work
some
TAILORS.
YOU'LL FIND NO "SWEAT SHOP"
up late doing
Miss Velda Simpson of CalVert
Agent for Eastman Kodaks and Huy- dence on South Third near Norton
• 0 WORK HERE. WE'LL HAVE NONE OF IT. THE UNION
visiting
after
home
gone
WORKINGMAN
THAT ilf•M•
ler's Candies.
street, when shortly after midnight city has
COMES HERE FOR HIS CLOTHES WILL NOT
Mrs. S. B. Cross of Eleventh street
ONLY FURTHER HIS OWN INTERhe heard the loud squawks of chickens
Miss Murrell Brown of Madison
EST BUT HE WILL ALSO BE
Rushing out the back way he espied
ASSURED OF RECEIVING A FULL AMOUNT OF SATIS- ammo
has gone home after visiting
ville
with
alley
the
a 'thief sailing down
FACTION
FOR
street.
HIS
Clay
of
Wahl
MONEY
Frank
Mts.
chickens under his arm, and the tailMrs. W. E. Smith of Bartlett,
WE CHARGE NO MORE FOR OUR
or blazed away at him. About this
DEPENDABLE, UNION
MADE GARMENTS Isom
a
POPULAR WANTS.
Ss visiting her sisters, Me,
Tenn.,
time Officer Samuel Howell, who was
THAN
MANY
C
Harry
OTHER
and
Hewitt
M.
STORES ASK FOR INFERIOR MADE CLOTHES—MADE NOpassing alonf Norton street, heard the dames H.
it it it ti IS it U ti
east*
N
BODY KNOWS WHERE OR BY
roise, and started up the alley after Savage.
WHOM.
Manager H. J. Jeffrey, of the Indetoo
THIS IS YOUR STORE, MR. UNION
WANTED—Furniture and stoves. Mr. Nigger, but the latter was
next
company,
Telephone
pendent
MAN.
every-,
Williams & Peal aos S. 3d St. New fleet-footed and oultstipped officer week goes to Chicago to attend the
The
way.
his
coining
thing
• ••
phone got-a.
of the International Indeshot three time-s at Use man, but convention
assoManagers'
Telephone
pendent
vanished in the
ROBT. CARLTON, piano tuner, both thief and fowls
distance, the fowls squawking at ciation
.4
old phone 317.
Mr. Stokes Payne of LaCenter
every jump, and could be heard for
ewe*
and
business,
on
yesterday
veveral blocks as the sprinter sailed was here
shortly will have a number of PaduFOR SALE—Six foot show case homeward with them.
end twelve foot office counter and
cah friends at his new residence for
Mother Died Yesterday.
railing. B. care Register. .
a "house warming."
wellthe
Officer Jacob Rouse.
• •
Messrs. W. A. Berry and John J.
patrolman, left this morning
knower
FOR RENT—One front room for West Virginia where he was cal- Berry have gone to Uniontown, Ky.,
anew
furnished. All conveniences. 837 led by a telegram received atmounc- where they were called by the dying
their brother, Mr. Earl
Jefferson. •
leg the death of his mother yesterdarY condition of
Ness
STRAYED—One roan mare pony. morriog at six o'clock. Ile will be Berry. The wives of the to Paducahans are also at his bedside.
Finder return to Charles Denker at gone about one weellc.
Judge Lawrence Anderson e as
sot Washington street and be rewardSnoring Caused Arrest
-•••••,.
yesterday from Mayfield.
here
ed.
4'.
, s
Tom Ross. the painter, ran attriKuttawa
of
-.•••••
Miss Rubye Glenn
bute his confinement in a 'cell to his
b awes
went home yesterday after visiting
•-••••••
habit of loud snoring, as last night he
"JOHNNIE ON THE SPOT"— gore drunk, and entered the alley in Miss Pearl Rice of Seventh and
Messenger service, operated in con- rear of Ogilyie's store, went up as Clark.
Miss Floy Pendley has returned
rection with the Charity Club. Tele- far as the establishment formerly
phone No 629, 307 Kentucky avenue. owned by White & Sirk. There he from Nashvilie where she graduated
Commercial work a specialty. Jap laid down for a nap. and his snoring at Ward's seminary.
Roland Tippen fell from his bicycle
SW
Toner, Manager.
was so like a steamboat's "chug-oSixth and Campbell streets yester- STRIKE-BREAKERS DID
at
hug," that the attention of people was
and broke his right arm. He
day
and
Johnson
PaMORE DAMAGE THAN
attracted and officers
FOR RENT—On July ist, the
on North Seventh street, and
lives
OR SYMPATHIZERS
STRIKERS
ducah Wagon Works building. Ma- Cross eutmnoned to take him away.
at Chris J. Miller's tin
Officer W. H. Wallace is resting is employed
chinery complete. I- S. DuBois
well at Cairo and as the bone of his shop.
The city court docket was unburSons Co.
kg was not shattered, the limb will
dened of the cases against strike
Bargains in second-hand upright not have to be removed. He was
breakers yesterday when all the case.
What you pay out for car fare would soon pay for a wheel—
pianos, some nearly new, cash or Pay- shot in the leg several nights ago by
that had been recalled from sppeals
by
our easy terms. The
Miller
by
T.
of
had
ments. 'Phone lova. W.
Jack Rector, a negro. whom he
Irons circuit court were disposed
.McCracken Circuit Court.—Globe
fries,
the
remitting
tried to arrest.
Winfrey
Bro.
Judge
adm'r. of
son of Clint Bank & Trust company,
Officer Wallace 's
says the Evaneville Courier.
"TRIBUNE" RAM BLER" MONARCH and
WANTED — Unfurnished room, Wallace, who for yfilleS was on the Jeremiah Callaghan, Plaintiff, vs.
In explaining the action of the
defendothers,
and
Callaghan
with or without board, by young Padrucah poke force. The inrjurred John
IMPERRIAL BICYCLES
court in remitting the fines Judge
married couple. Address L R. G., officer is also a cousin of County ants, equity.
said:
Winfrey
Are the bast that can be produced. $15 00 up. Old wheels
Ordered that this action be referred
care Illinois Central railroad master Jailer James ,Faker and his broth"During this strike, both the strike
master comnvissioner
Reed,
Cecil
to
mechanic's office.
in
exchange.
ers. and Mrs. Steaart.
breakers and the sympathizers of the
of McCracken circuit court, to take strikers were arrestedand fined The
Our
repair department in charge of experts. Creapest house
proof of assets and liabilities of the
circum• WANTED FOR U.. S. .ARMY— REWARD HERO WHO LEFT
in town for Tires. Pumps, Saddles. etc. Remember the place
Callaghan, dec'd., court was justified under the
Jeremiah
of
estate
Able-boded unmarried men between
SICK BED TO SAVE LIVES
in assessing these fines.
and all persons having claims against stances
ages of 21 and 35, citizens of United
Clarksville, Tenn., May 30 —Charlee
court had no way to prevent
"The
properly
to
said estate are required
States, of good character and tem- Arms, a ferryman at Clarksville, has
imported by the car company
the
men
verify and file the same, before said
perate habits, who can speak, read been awarded a gold medal and $1,e00 commissioner, on or before the and from damaging the cars The court is
and write English. For information by the tinstnce department for hero- day of September, 1907. or they will satisfied that some of the damage to
136-ta8 North Fifth street Net to Kentucky Theatre.
apply to Recruiting Officer, New lens in rescuing three men from drown be forever barred from asserting any cars was caused by the breakers them
ing. Nearly one year ago a passenger
wais until they
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.
claim against the assets in the hands selves. They would
train plunged into The Cumberland
obscure place and then
of the Globe Bank & Trust Co.. got to some
river off an open (kite bridge. Seror their sympathisers
strikers
blame
,
unadministered
VI 13 13 21 iS ZS ZS if: itUittiUtlit eral were ,killed. Two • mail clerks adfrm'r., of said estate
I actually believe
resuks.
for
the
and all persons are hereby enjoined
and the baggagernea.ter clung to the and restrained from collecting their that they did more damage to cars
sympathizers
THE RIVER NEWS. st wrecked cars, which floated down the
claims against said estate, except than the strikers and
river. Arms, hearing their cries, arose
it is ordered put together. Many of the men fined
And
su't.
this
through
ts 32 Sit:23
mrtiand the
horn a bock where he was confined
this order be published in the are laborers, hardly able to
Now.
with fever, and barefooted and hall' that
Daily Register as required expense imposed on them.
Paducah
The Kentucky camq Out of the dressed. ran to the river. Jumping
the
will
court
prevails,
when
calm
by law.
mere
Tennesse river last night and stays into a ekiff he rescued them.
Given under my hand, as clerk of withdraw the eenterrees of such
But for Easy Writing, Quality and Style BERLIN'S BATISTE
here until 5. o'clock Saturday aftergranted a new tr'al and acquit
said court, this May 23rd, tor.
is pronounned by cnstant users as SIMPLY PERSTATIONERY
noon before getting out on her re- TYPHOON HORROR GROWS;
them"
J. A. MILLER, Clerk.
HUNDREDS LOSE LIVES
turn that way.
IN
ALL SIZES FOR ALL PURPOSES. W* are
MADE
FECT,
C.
D.
RIDD.
C.
By W.
Notice.
The Reuben Dunbar gets to Nashalso showing this paper under our own brand in pound packages.
ville tonight, leaves there tomorrow Advice, From Caroline, Tell of Great
Carpenters Local No. seg will hold
Card of Thanks.
roil sheets paper. 33c, so envelopes to match, 'sc. In box goods,
Distresa in the Islands.
and reaches here S nday. She dies
an
open meeting at county court
desire
White
Robt.
Mr. and Mrs.
with latest Opera Flap Envelopes at 33c box.
Vic-toria. .B.C., May 30.—Two hum- to thank the friends who so kindly house on Friday night at 8 8o'clock.
here until Monday before getting
Ored and seventy persons are know,n extended their sympathy in the death The public in general invited, ladies
away for Clarksvile.
This morning at 8 o'clock the to have been kilted and the loss of of their child, and especially appre- especially. Prominent speakers will
address the audience.
steamer Dick Fowler skips out for life total many more in the disas- ciate the fora! offerings.
BY COMIMiTTEE.
Cairo and comes back tonight about trous typhoon in the Carolines, relocal eeea
ported several days ago Worn Syd9 o'clock.
—The Rural Mail Carriers' assoThe Joe Fowler comes in today ney, Australia. Further advice, have ciation of this county met at the
Nbtice to Contractors.
from Evansville and departs at once hem received here in the mails from postoffice yesterday morning at te,
Harboor's Department" Store
the Orient, showing that in. !tome in- o'clock and talked over different matEach bid on the three new school
on her return that way.
Please remember that we show a most desirable selection of late
buildings should be accompanied by
The Peters Lee went up yesterday stances persons clung to the tops of ters of a private nature.
and new music at cut prices.
novels
of
cent,
per
a certified check of s
bound for Cincinnati from Memphis. trees for days before being reectied.
part
on
faith
good
indicate
to
bids,
The Georgia Lee goes down tomor- Many of the smaller islands are reOnly Two Drunks.
row en route from Cincinnati to ported swept clean. The typtaaon
Judge Cross has another slim po- of the bidder.
passed over the Caroline group on lice court docket yetteeday morning,
FRED 'TOYER. -Memphis.
Superintendent of Buildings.
The steamer Chattanooga goes to March 28. The typhoon extended to only two cases being before him and
far west as Guam. The island of both were for drunkenness. The
Chattanooga today.
Ube was entirely destroyed.
prisoners were Will Gray and Sandy , Undertaker Guy Nance returned
Overbey, colored, and each fined $1 yesterday morning from Si business
Mining Bicycles.
trip to Barlow, Ky.
and costs.
'Joseph Chappell of 1136 North
AIMED
Eighth sweet notified the police yesterday that someone had stolen his
Monarch bicycle, while Ruby Reynolds also repotted the theft of his
bike, on which was engraved his
name.
The police department has at the
headquarters a black wheel that was
recovered about five weeks ago. but
to claim which no owner has yet put
in an apearance.

The Union
Label means
perfection in
workmanship
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BROADWAY

Williams Will Sell You a Bicycle
On Easy Payments.

CLAIM NOTICE!

Williams Bicycle

•

Co.

Perfection is Found in
Very Few Things

Bc4)"Man
D. E.Wilson Music

Subscribe For The Register

E. R. SQUIBBS

FOR THE BEST COAL ON THE MARKET

,SOAP PASTE

1. D. BACON
Pharmacist

Must Have Wanted a Whiff.
Fred Carter was arrested by Patrolman Elmus Carter yesterday afternoon on the charge of stealing a
bushed of onions from a retail grocer.

--Dr. J. 6.

Brooks is preparing
to convert The Inn on North Seventh street into an appartment house.
11••••

7th & Jackson St
4.

—Loeb & Bloom ,are preparing to
remodel their double building. tofl
toe North Second street

GENUINE
rRADICWATER

COAL

INCORPORATED.

Office and Elevator 2nd & Ohio
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West Kentucky Coal Co.
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PHONE 254

Elegant for Shampooingj
The Hair:
25 cents Per Jar
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